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Cathryne A. Welch, Ed.D., RN 
EQcutl90kector 
~·· 
Constituent of The American 
Nurses Association 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Western Avenue. Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 45~5371 
I have sbnred with ·.the Board of Directors your recent correspondence 
. regarding the selection of the Executive Director. The Board appreciates 
the concern and commitment reflected in your attention to and comments on 
this important matter. 
Discussions are ongong. (Discussions with Martha L. Orr regarding this matter 
are ongoing.)* The Board is working diligently to resolve the situation 
expeditiously and in a manner consistent with the best interests of the Asso-
ciation and all involved. 
. Thank you for bringing your views and questions to our attention. 
. Sincerely yours. 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, M.S., .R.N. 
President 
CFM:wmb 
Cathryne A. Welch, Ed.D., RN 
Executive Director 
Cons11tuentof The American 
Nurses.Asaociatlon 
~--
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371 
July 13, 1984 
TO: NYSNA Board of Directors 
FROM: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President: 
I. ASSOCIATION RESPONSE TO INQUIRIES RE EXECUTIVE DIREC'IOR SEUC?ION 
Following the 7/9 and 10 meetings of the Board of Directors I turned 
my attention to the correspondence received regarding June 7 and 
June 11 Board of Director action re the Executive Director appoincment 
(copies. of this correspondence were circulated for Board -review at 
the 7 /9 meeting). It became clear to me p-rompt response is necessary 
to minimize confusion and concern. and prevent adverse impact on the 
Association. Enclosed for yoUX' information is a copy of the text of 
the response I am sen~ing today to these communications. Please note 
it is carefully worded and discloses no information about the content 
of ongoing discussions • 
In the event you receive any oral inquiries regarding the matter, please 
use this response in order to insure consistency of Association. 
presentation. 
II. INTERIM/TRANSITION EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SER.VICES 
At the 7/10 meeting the Board voted to authorize the President to request 
Cathryne A. Welch to continue to serve as Executive Director for a period. 
up to a maximum of six months. I have discussed this with Dr. Welch. 
She is considering the request and will respond on or before July 20, 1984. 
CathryneA.Welch;EcLD .. RN 
Executt,e Dnctor 
. ;..- ~-
Constlluent of The American 
Nurses Association 
. NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Westem Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518} 456-5371 
;J'ltl:,13, 1984 
TO: t-.'YSNA Board of Directors 
FROM: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
·RE: Draft: of Executive Director Employment Contract 
Enclosed for your review is a copy of the draft of the Executive Director 
employment contract. 
Kindly note any comments or questions you may have either directly on the 
document itself or on the attached sheet of paper. It would be helpful if 
you could return this draft together with any conunents you may have to me 
no later than July 27. A return envelope is enclosed. 
In addition, please note on the enclosed response form your availability on · 
die suggested dates for a telephone conference call to discuss the proposed 
contractual arrangements. Please return this form as soon as possible so 
that calendar confirmation can be made promptly. 
Th.;mk you for- your assistance and cooperation. 
Cecilia F. 
.I. Call ta eraer 
The Bamizon Plaza Hotel . 
· New York City 
July9;. 1984 
AGENti. 
~• II. Minutes of June 7, 1984 and June 11. 1984 Meetings in Executive Session " 
Taken at June 11, 1984 Meeting 
A. Cerresp~ence frem Martha Irr and Counsel JB. Cerrespondence fram Membership C. Request from Beard Members ta Rescind 6/11/84 Action to Withdraw 
Executive Direct•r Appeintment lffer 
IV. Executive Director Selection Procedure 




THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for. Nursing · 
Guilderland, . New York 
June 7, 1984 
PRESIDING: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
CALi. TO ORDER: 2:15 PM 
~ttendance 
Officers and Directors at Large 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Ellen M. Burns, President-elect 
Juanita IC. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones, Secretary 
Clare J. Rose, Treasurer 
Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
Martha L. Orr, Director at Large 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
H. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Staff 
Cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program 
Catherine Leach, Deputy Director, Administration 
PatriciaH. Areno, Director, Organization Services 
Frances Feldsine, Director, Nursing Practice and Services Program 
Josephine LaLima, Director, Nursing Education Program 
Janet P. Mance, Director, Legislative Program 
Rosemary Sheridan, Director, Communications and Publications· 
Christine L. Tofflemire, Associate Director. Legislative Program 
Barbara L. VanNortwick, DLrector, Library 
Barbara Zittel, Associate Director, Nursing Education Program 
Wendy M. Burbank, Administrative Assistant · 
II. STATUS OF DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS (EXECUTIVE SESSION) 
A. Report of Outcome of Hearing Held 5/16/84 
Staff summarized the outcome of Board of Director deliberations 
.and reported that the named ·individual and her _legal counsel had 
been informed orally and in writing of the Board's determination; 
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B. Status Of Activity Re Complaint Received 11/16/82 
Staff reported that legal counsel for the naaed individuals has 
continued.to inquire about non-litigated options for resolving 
the pending matter and reviewed the 6/4/84 letter from Association 
co-counsel outlining a proposed option. The option provides for 
proceeding to hearing without prejudice to the parties• respective 
positions in the existing litigation. After careful review, the 
Board determined to proceed to hearing in accordance with the provisions 
outlined in Association co-counsel's letter. 
III. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR APPOINTMENT 
President Mulvey announced that the Board had earlier in the day offered 
the appointment as Executive Director to Martha L. Orr, pending successful 
contractual negotiations, and that Ms. Orr bad accepted the ,q,pei tnanl ~• 
President Mulvey noted that public announcement would be delayed until 
Ms. Orr notified her current employer. Upon notification by Ks. Orr 
that this has been done, an Association press release will be issued. 
IV. REORDING OF AGENDA 
President Mulvey noted that time constraints required reordering of 
agenda items to permit action on timely items and deferral of items 
under new business until the next regularly scheduled meeting if necessary. 
V. LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM 
A. Third Party Reimbursement Bill 
Ms. Mance directed attention to the written report and distributed 
copies of a June 6, 1984 Legislative Alert concerning the status of 
the Third Party Reimbursement Bill. The bill remains on third reading 
before the full Senate; it is anticipated the bill could be acted upon 
by Monday, June IL The proposal is still in the Assembly Ways and 
Means Committee. The bill has been amended to more clearly state these 
intents: 
1. reimbursable nursing services would be rendered in non-
institutional settings; 
2. only those services that come within the lawful scope 
of nursing practice would be reimbursable. 
Communication to the Governor of support of the bill is urged. 
NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM 
directed.attention to the written 
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Council on Nursing Practice 
The Council's proposed Resolution Regarding Nurses Performing 
History and Physicals, formulated as a result of the Depar_tment 
of Health's issuance of citations against health care agencies 
· asserting registered professional nurses are not legally authorized 
to perform history-taking and physical examinations. 
MOTION .Jean Sweeney-Dunn moved the Board of Directors approve 
the Council on .Nursing Practice's proposed Resolution 
Regarding Nurses Performing History(?) and Physicals. 
The "resolved11 section of the resolution would state: 
RESOLVED that the New York State Nurses Association maintain 
the position that the performance of health 
histories and physical examinations is wholly 
consistent with nursing practice as defined 
VII. COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 
in Article 139, Section 6902, paragraph one, 
in the New York State Education L~w. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
A. Analysis Report/Comparison with Budget 
Treasurer Clare Rose reviewed item by item the Analysis Report/ 
Comparison with Budget for income and expenses through <+/30/84, 
noting: 
1. Dues income is close to year-to-date projections. 
2. Administration salaries continue to be below projections. 
3. Investment income fr('m·bank "cash management program" substan-
tially exceeds projection. 
4. Expenses for staff travel, postage, telephone and telegraph 
and supplies are generally below projections. 
5. Executive Committee expenses exceed projection because of increased 
Committee activity in connection with the executive director 
selection process. 
B. Proposed 8/1/84-7/31/85 Budget 
Ms. Rose and Dr. Welch reviewed the Proposed Sil/84-7/31/85 Budget· 
and accompanying Explanation of the Budget. 
Dr. Welch noted the following typographical errors in the Explanation 
of the Budget: 
Page 1, I. A. 2), line 1 - 11 ••• dues are fl00.00 ••• " 
· line 3 - " ••• No charge ••• " should read "change" : ' · 
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The Board noted and discussed: 
1. . Significant negative impact of ANA' s proposed per capita dues 
assessment increase on RYSHA's financial status; 
2. Need for support of reduction of current $55.00 assessment. 
Following discussion, 
MOTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve the Committee 
on Finance's Proposed Budget for 8/1/84-7/31/85. 
c. Liquidation of Investment Portfolio for Use in Cash HanagementProgram 
The Board noted the Committee recommends liquidation of the Association's 
existing investment portfolio and investment of its monies in the 
Association's cash management {"overnight") investment program 
in light of the substantial income gained from the overnight program 
vis-a-vis the modest appreciation of the portfolio during its 14-year 
active period. 
MOTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve the Committee 
on Finance's recommendation that the Association's existing 
investment portfolio be liquidated and its monies be invested 
in the cash management {"overnight") investment program. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
D. Release of Contribution to NYS-NPA 
The Board noted the Committee recommends release to BYS-NPA of 
the $5,000 contribution allocated to the organization for use in 
its political education program, inasmuch as NYS-NPA has provided 
substantiation of its political education activity and overall 
financial status.· 
MOTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve the COlllllittee • 
·on Finance's recommended release of the $5,000 contribution 
allocated to NYS-NPA for use in implementation of its political 
education program. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
. VIII. · MEMBERSHIP 
Ms. Leach referred to month-end membership figures for March and April 
1984. Totals for March and April were 29,058 and 29,319. Twelve-month 
comparison figure~ for March shov a gain of 1,194 and for April a gain 
of 1,266. Comparison of monthly figures reveals a modest loss of 32 
for March and a gain of 261 for April. The Board noted the Hay month-end 
enrollment was 29,518, an increase over April of 199. The April and 
May increases mark the first instance of substantive increases in enroll-
ment.- rather than attrition - following a dues increase. 
IX. COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RIGHTS . 
Dr. Fielding directed attention to the written report 1 noting: 
A. Empowering Service Institutions to Grant Academic Credit 
The Committee has serious concerns about the increase in reports 
of service institutions granting degrees and/or academic credits. 
The CoDRDittee questions the ability to fulfill required academic 
standards of hospital-based diploma programs awarding academic 
credits in nursing. 
The Board discussed briefly the background of the issue of empowering 
hospital diploma programs to grant degrees, noting long standing 
Association opposition to this inappropriate conferral of responsibility 
and autho!"ity. 
The Board noted that potential nursing students - especially members 
of minorities - are frequently ill advised by guidance couselors 
and recruiters to enroll in such programs because of their perceived 
praguiatic advantages. 
Following discussion, 
H>TION Juanita Hunter moved the Board of Directors approve the Committee 
on Human Rights' reconnnendations to request the NYSNA Council on 
Nursing Education to study methods, conditions and standards of 
non-academic institutions which are awarding degrees and/or 
academic credits and to place this issue on the agenda of the 
next meeting of NYSNA and State Board for Nursing Executive 
Committees. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
B. Health Care in Central America 
The Committee is gravely concerned about the safety of health workers 
and support for nursing education in Central America. The Committee 
recommends the Board inform NYSNA delegates to the 1984 ANA House 
of Delegates that any positions taken at the ANA Convention w~th 
respect to Central America should be void of political ideology or 
support but would be helpful to Central America nurses if it supported 
public access to health care, the rights of nurses to provide their 
services and mechanisms to protect and strengthen health care and 
nursing. 
·:i'ollowing discussion, 
MOTION Jean Sweeney-Dunn moved.· the Board of Directors approve 
the Committee on Human Right's recommendation that NYSNA .·· 
delegates to the 1984 ANA House of Delegates be informed 
of_ the following position of the NYSNA Board of Directors· 
concerning ANA Convention action with respect to Central 
America: · · · 
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Such·action should be void of political ideology or support 
b1,1t would be helpful to Central America nurses if it supported, 
1. Unqualified permission for nurses to provide health 





Increased financial aid to Central .American countries 
for health care. 
Assistance to Central American professional. nursing •. 
associations and pchools of nursing (such as exchange 
programs). 
Efforts to provide appropriate health care in the USA 
to Central America refugees (special problems include 
psychological effects of war and possible illegal alien 
status). 
Cooperation with ICN in these matters. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
X, 5/31/84 MEETING BETWEEN MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK Alm 
NYSNA REPRESENTATIVES 
Dr. Welch reported discussion of this meeting included these matters: 
A. Unofficial reports that a legislative proposal regarding registered 
professional nurse provision of primary care services with components 
highly restrictive of nursing practice would be supported by the 
Medical Society - Medical Society representatives informed the 
Association that MSSNY does not support such a measure, 
nor does it favor legislation of any kind on the issue. 
B. Conduct of joint meetings between NYSNA and HSSBY representatives 
MSSNY representatives expressed the desire to conduct regular liaison 
meetings between executive-leve1 representatives of the two organizatio~. 
MOTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve conduct 
of regularly scheduled liaison meetings between representatives 
of MSSNY and NYSNA about issues of iautual concern. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
XI. 6/6/84 NYSNA ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING 
Ms. Mulvey reported Advisory Council representatives expressed: 
A. Continuing concern over the number of direct IIYSHA members vbo 
are not members of district nurses associations and appropriate 
ways to increase awareness of the professional benefits of aeabe:rahip 
at the district level. · · · 
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B. Strong opposition to ANA's proposal to establtsh SNA representation 
in the ANA House of Delegates on the basis of full-pay member equivalents 
because of the implicit erosion of membership rights of individuals enrolled 
through reduced dues group options. 
XII. AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION ITF..MS 
ANA Bouse of Delegates Proposals 
l. Proposed Multi-SNA Document to be Sent to ANA Delegates 
Ms. Hulvey and Dr. Welch reported this document was prepared by 
the North Carolina Nurses Association and reflects the positions 
of many SNAs about necessary and appropriate measures for the strengthening 
_ and preservation of the organization under the federated structure. 
-The Board is requested to endorse its provisions and suppoLt establish-
ment by the 1984 House of Delegates of mechanisms for their implementation. 
Because of time constraints imposed by the proximity of ANA Convention, 
MOTION Jean Sweeney-Dunn moved the Board of Directors authorize 
the President to determine whether the multi-SHA document 
reflects NYSNA Board position and to confer the Association's 
endorsement if the document is so representative. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
2. Report of the Board of Directors re Assessment and Representation 
Preliminary discussion of this report took place at the April 5-6, 
1984 Board of Director's meeting. Serious concerns about the report's 
provisions were expressed at that time. 
In the course of further deliberation on the report, the Board 
concurred on: 
a. Recommendations re Assessment 
1) p. 3, #8 - Question of the need for an additional policy 
to address the poss{bility of ANA falling tnree months 
in arrears on distribution of dues payments to those SNAs 
for which AHA acts as billing and collection agent. 
2) p. 3, #9 - Opposition to funding of ANA central billing 
by state nurses associations which do not utilize the system. 
ll)TION William Greiner moved the Board.of Directors direct 
NYSNA delegates to the 1984 ANA House of Delegates. 
to oppose recommendation 119 of recommendations related 
to Assessment and Representation (Report B, A-84), which 
proposes funding of ANA central billing by state nurses · 
associations which do not utilize the system. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
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b. Recommendations re Representation 
Opposition to SNA representation in AHA House of Delegates 
.on basis of full-pay member equivalents - This is a serious 
inappropriate and dangerous erosion and restriction of the 
rights of those members who have heretofore been granted reduced 
dues options. 
3. Report of the Board of Directors Re Proposed Dues Assessment 
4. 
The Board noted with concern-the ANA Board's recommendations that the 
House of Delegates establish annual dues of $175 for each full-pay 
member equivalent effective January 1, 1985 and $55.00 for the period 
7/1/84 - 12/31/84. These proposed amounts would impose an tmnecessary 
and intolerable financial burden upon SNAs, and include expenses for 
proposed services inappropriately contained in dues monies. 
Following discussion, 
MOTION Rita Wieczorek moved the Board of Directors direct NYSNA delegates 
to the 1984 ANA House of Delegates to: 
1. Oppose the ANA Board of Directors' recommendations 
that the House of Delegates establish annual dues of 
$75.00 for each full-pay member equivalent effective 
January 1, 1985 and $55.00 for the period 7/1/84-12/31/84; and 
2. support raduction of the dues to $35.00 or another 
amount determined appropriate after review of additional 
financial information to be provided by AHA. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
Report of the Board Re Professional Liability Insurance 
The Board expressed concern about this proposal at its April 5-6, 1984 
meeting. 
MOTION William Greiner moved the Board of Directors direct HYSNA delegates 
to the 1984 ANA House of Delegates to~)the ANA Board of 
Directors' proposal that ANA offer a proessional/personal 
liability insurance plan to non members. Seconded. Carried 
unanimously. 
5. Report of the Board of Directors Re Role and Functions of ABA Councils 
Ms. Mulvey noted the Board expressed specific concern at its April 
meeting about the suggestion that every SHA member have the right 
to join or affiliate with an ANA Council at no charge. 
MOTION Rita Wieczorek moved the Board of Directors direct HYSNA 
Delegates t.o tbe 1984 .ABA Bouse of Delegate., to oppose th~ 
suggestion that every individual SNA member have the r.tgbt 
to join or affiliate.with an AHA Council at no cbarse and to 
support establishment of an appropriate fee for individuals 
who vish to join Councils. Seconded. Carried unanJ:110naly. 
6. 
7. 
:Resolution Re Hove to Washington, DC 
Ms. Mulvey directed attention to ResoluUon: · 9 Re Hove to Washington,·• 
D.C. incroduced by California Nurses Association. The Board concurred 
with the intent and rationale of the resolution, but noted the 
objective of relocation by 1986 may not be feasible. 
MOTION Ellen Burns moved the Board of Directors direct the NYSNA 
delegation to the 1984 ANA House of Delegates to support 
relocation of ANA headquarters to Washington, D.c., and 
to seek clarification.of whether 1986 - the objective cited 
in Resolution: 9 - is feasible for relocation. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
Resolution Re Study Future Membe~ship in Relation to Entry Into 
Nursing Practice 
Ms. Mulvey directed attention to Resolution: 15 introduced by Illinois 
Nurses Association. The Board noted that1 because SNAs have traditionally 
represented individuals who are licensed to practice as professional 
nurses, entry level requirements and member;hip ·eligibility requirements 
are and should continue to be identical. 
MOTION Ellen Burns moved the Board of Directors direct the NYSNA 
delegation to the ANA 1984 House of Delegates to oppose 
the Resolution Re Study Future Membership in Relation to 
Entry into Nursing Practice because historically SNAs have 
been the membership organizations of those licensed to 
practice as professional nurses, and changes in entry educational· 
qualifications do not alter thi.s fundamental mission. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
8. Resolutions Re Presidential Endorsement and Endorsement of Democratic 
·Presidential Candidate in 1984 Election 
Ms. Mulvey directed attention to Resolution: 31 re Presidential 
Endorsement submitted to ANA by the District of Columbia Nurses' 
Association and Resolution: 32 re Endorsement ·of Democratic Presidential 
Candidate in 1984 Election submitted byMassachusetts Nurses Association. 
The Board concurred that the NYSNA delegation to the ANA 1984 House 
of Delegates should be directed to oppose these resolutions because 
R-CAP, not ANA~ is the appropriate vehicle for candidate endorsement. 
9. Proposed Bylaws Amendments 
a. Article IV,· Section 5 
The Board rel!ogn:lzed the difficulty inherent in implementation· 
in 1985 of reduction of the size of the•. House of Delegates 
since terms of office of duly elected delegates to the 1984 
House extend through 1985. 
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Nevertheless, the Board reiterated its conviction that Bouse 
apportionment should be decreased as soon as feasible, and 
concurred on directing the NYSNAdelegation to the 1984 AHA 
House to support the amendment with implementation in 1986 rather 
· than 1985~ 
b. Article IX 
The Board acknowledged at its April meeting a need by some 
SNAs for the Constituent Forum. 
MOTION Rita Wieczorek moved the Board of Directors direct 
the NYSNA delegation to the 1984 ANA House of Delegates 
to oppose this proposed amendment deleting provision 
for the Constituent Forum. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
XIII. NURSING NEEL~ AND RESOURCES ASSESSMENT 
Dr. Fielding directed attention to the written report and Priorities 
Established by {April 25-26, 1984) Workshop Participants and Summary 
of Evaluations of Workshop Participants. The Board noted the workshop 
was extremely productive. The final report is in preparation and will 
be presented to the Board for review and action as soon as possible. 
xtv. NOMINATING COMMITTEE 
xv. 
Dr. Welch reported the Nominating Colllllittee met on Hay 23~ 1984 and 
prepared a 1984 ticket. Confirmations of consent to serve are being 
obtained; the ticket w:lll be distributed~ithin the next few days 
immediately upon receipt of these. 
ECONOMIC AND GENERAL WELFARE PROGRAM 
Dr. Welch directed attention to the written report. The Board noted: 
A. Attempts to dec-ertify NYSNA as the collective bargaining representative 
of nurses at Onondaga County and Erie County by an SEIU affiliate 
and the United Professional Nurses Association respectively. · 
B. Status of protracted continuing strike by nurses employed by several 
Minnesota facilities, the largest RN strike in history - the easential 
issue of which is employers'' refusal to recognize seniority righta. 
·· NYSNA':Multiemployer B~nefits •• Ftind, 
President Mulvey reported on tb.e rieed to appoint a Trustee t~ the 
Board of the NYSNA Mull:iemployer Benefits: Fund •. 
Ellen· Burns moved the Board .of ·Directors appoint·· Virginia·· .· 
Wheeler to the Board of Trustees of the. NYSNA Multiemployer •• .. 
Benefits Fund unt1.r 12/31/85 or until her successor is 
• appoi.nted. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
.NE'· ,,;~;;~~~~~STATE NURSES ASSN w BUR 
2113 WESTERN AVE 
GUILDERLAND NY 12084 05AM 
4,-043182S187 07/05/84 ICS IPMMTZZ CSP BFUA 
5184565371 HGMB· TDMT GUILDERLAND NY 140 07.;...05 0324P EST . . ' ' 
HUNTER 
127 SHIRLEY AVE · 
BUFFALO NY 14215 
• 
THIS WILL CONFIRM TIMES AND AGENDA OF JULY9 AND 10, 1984MEETINGTO 
BEHELD AT BARBIZON.PLAZAHOTEL 106 CENTRAL PARK.SOUTH NEW YORK CITY 
TELEPHONE 212-:-247-700_0. JULY 9 3:00PM AGENDA INCLUDES: MINUTES OF 
JUNE 7 AND 11 BOARD OF DIRECTORS EXECUTIVE SESSION; CORRESPONDENCE 
FROM MARTHA ORR AND COUNSEL RE ACTION TAKEN AT JUNEU, 1984MEETING; 
· . CORRESPONDENCE FROM MEMBERSHIP RE ACTION TAKEN AT JUNE 11 MEETINGf 
REQUESTS FROM BOARD MEMBERS TO RESCIND 6/11/84 ACTION TO WITHDRAW 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR APPOINTMENT OFFER; EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SELECTION 
PROCEDURE; INTERIM/TRANSITION EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SERVICES. JULY 10 
16:00AM AGENDA INCLUDES: MINUTES OF JUNE 7 MEETING IN OPEN SESSION; 
REVIEW OF NYSNA NURSING NEEDS AND RESOURCES ASSESSMENT ACTION PLAN 
DRAFT. JULY 10 t:30PM--PREPARATIONFOR DISCIPLINARY HEARING TO BE 
HELD AT 3:00PM. 
CATHRYNE A WELCH 
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!, 4"-E/;~ ~u.1~ 
160 Central Parle South 
New York. N.Y 10019 
(212) 247-0300 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF.MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing 
Guilderland, New York 
June 7, 1984 
PRESIDING: Cecilia F. M,1lvey, President 
I. CALL TO ORDER: 2: 15 PM 
A ttenda:nae 
Officers and Directors at Large 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Ellen M. Burns, President-elect 
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones, Secretary 
Clare J. Rose, Treasurer 
Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Direccor at Large 
Martha L. Orr, Director at Large 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
Absent: Y. !fargaret !·1inemn, Director at large 
Staff 
~hryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program 
Catherine Leach, Deputy Director, Administration 
Patricia M • .\reno, Director, Organization Services 
Frances Feldsine, Director, Nursing Practice and Services Program. 
Josephine LaLima, Director, Nursing Education Program 
Janet P. Mance, Director, Legislative Program 
Rosemary Sheridan, Director, Communications and Publications 
Christine L. Tofflemire, Associate Director, Legislative Program. 
Barbara L. VanNortvi.ck, Director, Library 
Barb~ra Zittel, Associate Director, Nursing Education Program 
Wendy M. Burbank, Administrative Assistant 
II. STATUS OF DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS (EXECUTIVE SESSION) 
A. Renart of Outcome of Hearing Held 5/16/84 
Staff summarized the outcome of Board of Director deliberations 
and reported that the named individual and her legal counsel had 
been informed orally and in writing of the Board's determination. 
-2-
B. Status Of Activity Re Complaint Received ll/16/82 
Staff reported that legal counsel for the named individuals has 
continued to in.quire about non-litigated options for resolving 
the pending matter and reviewed the 6/4/84 letter from Association 
co-counsel outlining a proposed option. The option provides for 
proceeding to hearing without prejudice to the parties' respective 
- positions in the existing litigatiou. After careful review, the 
Board determined to proceed to hearing in accordance with the provisions 
outlined in Association co-counsel's letter. 
C. Court Decision Upholding Board of Director Action re Complaint 
Received 7/5/83 
Staff repotted the Court ruling in this case, notification of which 
was received May 8, upheld the Board of Directors' authority to 
impose the disciplinary action challenged by the named individual. 
III. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR APPOINTMENT 
President Mul~ey announced that the Board had earlier in the day offered 
the appointment as Executive Director to Martha L. Orr, pending successful 
contractual negotiations, and that Ms. Orr had accepted the appoint~ent. 
President Mulvey noted that public announcement would be delayed until 
Ms. Orr notified her current employer. Upon notification by Ms. Orr 
that this has been done, an Association press release will be issued. 
IV. REORDING OF AGENDA 
President Hulvey noted that time constraints required reordering of 
agenda items to permit action on timely items and deferral of items 
under new business until the next regularly scheduled meeting if necessary. 
V. LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM 
A. Third Party Reimbursement Bill 
Ms. Hance directed attention to the written report and distributed 
copies of a June 6, 1984 Legislative Alert concerning the status of 
the Third Party Reimbursement Bill. The bill remains on third reading 
before the full Senate; it is anticipated the bill could be acted upon 
by Monday, June 11. The proposal is still in the Assembly Ways and 
~ans Committee. The bill has been amended to more clearly state these 
mt:ents: 
1. reimbursable nursing services would be rendered in non-
institut:ional settings; 
2. only those services that come within the lawful scope 
of nursing practice would be reimbursable. 
Coammication to the Governor of support of the biU is urged. 
VI. IURSIBG PRACTICE AND SERVICES PR.OGRAM . 





Council on Nursing Practice 
The Council's proposed Resolution Regarding Nurses Performing 
History and Physicals, formulated as a result of the D~partment 
of Health's issuance of citations against health care agencies 
asserting registered professional nurses are·not legally authorized 
to perfonn history-taking and physical examinations. 
MOTION Jean Sweeney-Dunn moved the Board of Directors approve 
the Council on Nursing Practice's proposed Resolution 
Regarding Nurses Performingaealth History and Physical Exam1nations 
The "resolved" section of the resolution would state: • 
RESOLVED that the New York Stace Nurses Association maintain 
the position that the performance of health 
histories and physical examinations is wholly 
consistent with nursing practice as defined 
in Article 139, Section 6902, paragraph one, 
in the New York State Education~~~ Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
VII. COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 
A. Analysis Reoort/Comparison with Budget 
B. 
Treasurer Clare Rose reviewed item by item the Analysis Report/ 
Comparison with Budget for income and expenses through 4/30/84 
noting: s 
l. Dues income is close to year-to-date projections. 




Investment income from bank "cash management program" s_ubstan-
tialiy exceeds projection. 
Expenses for staff travel, postage, telephone and telegraph 
and supplies are generally below projections. 
Executive Committee expenses exceed projection because of increased 
Committee activity in connection with the executive director 
selection process. 
Proposed 8/1/84-7/31/85 Budget 
Ms. Rose and Dr. Welch reviewed the Proposed 8/l/8~7/31/85 Budget 
and accompanying Explanation of the Budget. 
Dr. Welch noted the following typographical errors in the Explanation 
of the Budget: 
Page l, I. A. 2)J line l - " ••• dues are $100.00 ••• " should read "$175.00., 
line 3 • " ••• No charge ••• 11 should read "change." 
:the Board noted and discussed: 
l. Significant negative impact of ANA's proposed per capita dues 
assessment increase on NYSNA's financial status; 
2. Beed for support of reduction of current $55.00 assessment. 
Following discussion, 
-MOTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve the Committee 
on Finance's Proposed Budget for 8/1/84-7/31/85. 
. C. Liquidation of Investment Portfolio for Use in Cash Management Program 
The Board noted the Committee recommends liquidation of the Association's 
existing investment portfolio and investment of its monies in the 
Association's cash managementinvestment program 
in light of the substantial income gained from the overnight program 
vis-a-vis the modest appreciation of the portfolio during its 14-year 
active period. 
MOTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve the Committee 
on Finance's recommendation that the Asscciation's existing 
investment portfolio be liquidated and its monies be invested 
in the cash management iuves1:me0.t program. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
D. Release of Contribution to NYS·NPA 
The Board noted the Committee recommends release to NYS-NPA of 
the $5,000 contribution allocated to the organization for use in 
~ts political education program, inasmuch as NYS-NPA has provided 
substantiation of its political education activity and overall 
financial status. 
MOTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve the Committee 
on Finance's recommended release of the $5,000 contribution 
allocated to NYS-NPA for use in implementation of its political 
education program. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
VIII. l!EMBERSRIP 
Ms. Leach referred to month-end membership figures for March and April 
1984. Totals for March and April were 29,058 and 29,319. Twelve-month 
comparison figures for March show a gain of 1,194 and for April a gain 
of 1,266. Comparison of monthly figures reveals a modest loss of 32 
for March and a gain of 261 for April. The Board noted the May month·end 
enrollment was 29 1 518, an increase over April of 199. The April and 
May increases mark the first instance of substantive increases in enroll~ 
.m.ent - rather than attrition - following a dues increase. 
-s-
IX. COMMITTEE ON HUMAN R.IGRTS 
Dr. Fielding directed attention to the written report. noting: 
A- Empowering Service Institutions to Grant Academic Credit 
. I 
The Committee bas serious concerns about the increase in reports 
of service institutions granting degrees and/or academic credits. 
The Committee questions the ability to fulfill required academic 
etandards of hospital-based diploma. programs awarding academic 
credits in nursing • 
The Board discussed briefly the background of the issue of empowering 
hospital diploma programs to grant degrees, noting long standing 
Association opposition to this inappropriate conferral of responsibility 
and authority. 
The Board noted that potential nursing students - especially members 
of minorities -- are frequently ill advised by guidance couselors 
and recruiters to enroll in such programs because of their perceived 
pragmatic advantages. 
Following discussion, 
MOTION Juanita Hunter moved the Board of Directors approve the Committee 
on Human Rights' recommendations to request the NYSNA Council on 
Nursing Educadon to st:udy methods~ condit:ions and standards of 
non-academic institutions which are awarding degrees and/or 
academic credits and to place this issue on the agenda of the 
next meeting of NYSNA and State Board for Nursing Executive 
Committees. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
B. Health Care in Central America 
The Committee is gravely concerned about the safety of health workers 
and support for nursing education in Central America. The Committee 
recommends the Board inform NYSNA delegates to the 1984 AHA Rouse 
of Delegates that any positions taken a1: the &~ Convention rich 
respect to Central America should be void of political. ideology or 
support but would be helpful to Central. America nurses if it support:ed 
public access to health care, the right:s of nurses to provide their 
services and mechanisms to protect and strengthen heal.th care and 
nursing. 
F9llowing discussion~ 
MOTION Jean Sweeney-Dunn moved the Board of Directors approve 
the Committee on Human light's rec011aendation that NYSNA 
delegates to the. 1984 AHA House of Delegates he informed 
of the following position of tbe NYSNA Board of Directors 
concerni!lg ANA ~onvention action with respect to.Cen1:ral. 
America: 
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Such actiou should be void of political ideology or support 
but would be helpful to Central America nurses if it supported: 
1. Unqualified permission for nurses to provide health 
care to all who need it throughout Central America. 
2. Increased financial aid to Central American countries 
for health care. 
3. Assistance to Central American professional nursing 
associati011s and schools of nursing (such as exchange 
programs). 
4. Efforts to provide appropriate health care in the USA 
to Central America refugees {special problems include 
psychological effects of war and possible illegal alien 
status). 
5. Cooperation with ICN in these matters. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
X. 5/31/84 MEETING BETWEEN MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND 
NYSNA REPRESENTATIVES 
Dr. Welch reported discussion of this meeting included these matters: 
A. Unofficial reports that a legislative proposal regarding registered 
professional nurse provision of primary care services with components 
highly restrictive of nursing practice would be supported by the 
Medical Society - Medical Society representatives informed the 
Association that MSSBY does not sUl)pott such a measure, 
nor does it favor legislation of any kind on the issue. 
B. Conduct of joint meetings between NYS'NA and MSSNY representatives -
MSSBY representatives expressed the desire to conduct regular liaison 
meecings between executive-level representatives of the two organizations. 
~OTIOH Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve conduct 
of regularly scheduled liaison meetings between representadves 
of MSSNY and NYSNA about issues of mutual concern. Seconded. 
Carried 1manirnou'Bly. 
XI. 6/6/84 BYSNA ADVISORY COUHCIL MEETING 
Ms. Malvey reported Advisory Council representatives expressed: 
A. Continuing concern over the number of direct NYSNA members who 
are not members of district nurses associations and appropriate 
vays to increase awareness of the professional benefits of membership 
at the district level. 
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B. Strong opposition to ANA's proposal to establish SNA representatiCill 
in the ANA Bouse of Delegates on the basis of full•pay member equivalents 
because of the implicit erosion of meuibership rights of individuals enrolled 
through reduced dues group options. 
llI. Ai.'!ER.ICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION ITEMS 
ANA Rouse of Delegates Proposals 
1. Proposed Multi·SNA Document to be Sent to AHA Delegates 
Ms. Mulvey and Dr. ~eleb reported this document was prepared by 
the North Carolina Nurses Association and reflects the positions 
of many SNAs about necessary and appropriate measures for the strengthening 
and preservation of the organization under the federated structure. · 
The Board is requested to endorse its provisions and support establish-
ment by the 1984 House of Delegates of mechanisms for their implementation. 
Because of time constraints imposed by the proximity of ANA Convention, 
MOTION Jean Sweeney-Dunn moved the 3oard of Directors authorize 
the President to determine whether the multi-SNA document 
reflects NYSNA Board position and to confer the Association's 
endorsement if the document is so representative. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
2. Report of the Board of Directors re Assessment and Representation 
Preliminary discussion of this report took place at the April 5-6, 
1984 Board of Director's meeting. Serious concerns about the report"s 
provisions were expressed at that time. 
In the course of further deliberation on the report, the Board 
concurred on: 
a. Recommen~ations re Assessment 
l} p. 3, #8 - Question of the need for an additional policy 
to address the possibility of ANA falling three monchs 
in arrears on distribution of dues payments to those S'NAs 
for which ANA acts as billing and collection agent. 
2) p. 3, 19 - Opposition to funding of ANA central billing 
by state nurses associations which do not utilize the system~ 
MOTION William Greiner moved the Board of Directors direct 
NYSNA delegates to the 1984 ANA House oi Delegates 
to oppose recommendation #9 of recommendations telated 
to Assessment: and Representation (Report B, A-84 J, which 
proposes funding of ANA central billing by state nurses 
associations which do not utilize t:he system. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
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b. Recommendations re Representation 
Opposition to SBA representatiou in ANA Bouse of Delegates 
on basis of full-pay member equivalents - This is a serious 
inappropriate and dangerous eroeion and restriction of the 
rights of those members wno have heretofore been granted reduced 
dues options. 
3. Report of the Board of Directors Re Proposed Dues Assessment 
The Board noted with concern the Ai.~A Board's recommendations chat the 
House of Delegates establish annual dues of $175 for each full-pay 
member equivalent effective January l, 1985 and $55.00 for the period 
7/1/84 - 12/31/84. These proposed amounts would impose an unnecessary 
and intolerable financial burden upon SNAs, and include expenses for 
proposed servic~ inappropriately contained in dues monies. 
Following discussion, 
M>TION Rita Wieczorek moved the Board of Directors direct NYSNA delegates 
to ~he 1984 .:\NA House of Delegates to: 
1. Oppose the A..'"1A Board of Directors' recommendations 
that the House of Delegates establish annual dues of 
$75.00 for each full-pay member equivalent effective 
January ls 1985 and $55.00 for the period 7/1/84-12/31/84; 
and 
2. support reduction of the dues to $35.00 or another 
amount determined appropriate after review of additional 
financial information to be provided by ANA. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
4. Report of the Board Re Professional Liability Insurance 
The Board expressed concern about this proposal at its April 5-6, 1984 
meeting. 
~ION W'illiam. Greiner moved the Board of Directors direct NYSNA delegates 
to the 1984 A..~ House of Delegates to oopose the ANA Board of 
Directors' ?roposal that ANA offer a professional/personal 
liability insurance plan to non members. Seconded. Carried 
unanimously. 
5. Report: of the Board of Directors Re Role and Functions of ANA Councils 
~. Mulvey noted the Board expressed specific concern at its April 
meeting about the suggestion that every SNA member have the right 
to join or affiliate with an ARA c.ouncil at no charge. 
MOTIOH Rita Wieczorek moved the Board of Directors direct NYSNA 
Delegates to tbe 1984 ABA House of Delegate~ to oppose the 
suggestion thac every individual SNA member have the right 
to join or affiliate with an ANA Council at no charge and to 
support establishment of an appropriate fee for individuals 
who wish to join Councils. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
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6. Resolution Re Move to Washington, DC 
7. 
Ms. Mulvey directed attention to Resolution: 9 Re Move to Washington. 
D.c. introduced by California Nurses Association. The Board concurred 
with the intent and rationale of the resolution) but noted the 
objective of relocation by 1986 may not be feasible •. 
MOTION Ellen Burns moved the Board of Directors direct the NYSNA 
delegation to the 1984 ANA House of Delegates to support 
relocation of ANA headquarters to Washington, D.c., and 
to seek clarification ot whether 1986 - the objective cited 
in Resolution: 9 - is feasible for relocation. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
Resolution Re Study Future Membershin in Relation to Entry Into 
Nursing Practice 
Ms. Mulvey directed attention to Resolution: 15 introduced by Illinois 
Nurses Association. The Board noted that- because SNAs have tradit:ionall.y 
represented individuals who are licensed fo practice as professional 
nursess entry level requirements and membership el.igibility requirements 
are and should continue to be identical. · -
MOTION Ellen Burns moved the Board.of Directors direct: the NYSNA 
delegation. to the ANA 1984 House of Delegates to oppose 
the Resolution Re Study Future Membership in Relation to 
Entry into Nursing Practice because historically SNAs have 
been the membership organizati011s of those licensed to 
practice as professional nurses, and changes in entry educational 
qualifications do not alter this fundamenta.l mission. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
8. Resolutions Re Presidential Endorsement and Endorsement of Democratic 
Presidential Candidate in 1984 Election 
Ms. Mulvey directed attention to Resolution: 31 re Presidential 
Endorsement submitted to ANA by the District of Columbia Nurses' 
Association and Resolution: 32 re Endorsement of Democratic Presidential 
Candidate in 1984 Election submitted by Massachusetts Nurses Association. 
The Board concurred that the NYSNA delegation to the ANA 1984 House 
of Delegates should be directed to oppose these resolutions because 
N-CAP, not ANA, is the ''app't'opriate vehicle for candidate endo't'semenc. 
9. P't'oposed Bylaws Amendments 
a. Article IV, Section 5 
The Board recognized the difficulty inherent in implementation 
in 1985 of reduction of the size of the House of Delegates 
since terms of office of duly elected delegates to the 1984 
House extend through 1985. 
nII. 
.. ' , . 
Beverthelesss the Board reiterated its conviction that Bouse 
•-apportionment should be. decreased a.s soon as. feasible,. and .. 
coilcurred on directing the NYSNA delegadon to the i984ANA 
House to support the amendment with -r.;,,,;.lementation in 1986 .rather than 1985. . . . · . -k' . · . · 
b. Article IX 
The Board acknowledged at its·April meeting a need by.some 
SHAa .for the Constituent Forum. 
MOTION Rita Wieczorek moved the Board of Directors direct 
the NYSNA delegation to the 1984 ANA House of Delegates 
to oppose this proposed.amendment deleting provision 
for the Constituent Forum. Seconded. CarTied unanimo\lsly. 
BURSDJG HEEDS AND RESOURCES ASSESSMD.'T 
Dr. Fielding directed attention to the written report and Priorities 
Established by (April 2S-26~ 1984) Workshop Participants and Summary 
of Evaluations of Workshop Participants. The Board noted the workshop 
vas exeremely prc,ductive. The final report is in preparation and will·. 
be presented to the Board for review and action·as soon as possible. 
XIV. NOMDIATIHG COMMIITEE 
Dr. Welch reported the Nominating Committee met on May 23~ 1984.and 
prepared a 1984 ticket. Confirmations of consent to serve are being" 
obcained; the ticket will be distributed.:)lithin the next few days 
tmmediat:ely upon receipt of these. 
XV. ECOBOMIC ABD GEBEIAT, WELFARE PROGRAM 
Dr. Welch directed attention to the written rep~rt:. the Board noted: 
· A. Attempts to decertify NYS!lA as the collective bargaining representative ... 
of nurses at Onondaga County and Erie County by an SEIU affiliate 
and the United Professional Nurses Association respectively. 
· B. Status of protracr:ed continuing. strike by nurses eDlployed by seveFal ··• .. 
· Minnesota facilities I the largest RH strike in history - .. the essenticll. 
isne of which is :co r~c~griize seniority rights •. 
-n-
XVI. . APPOINTMENTS· 
NYSNA Multiemployer Benefits Fund .. 
President .Mulvey reported on die need to appoint a Trustee to the 
Board of the NYSNA Multiemployer Benefits Fund. 
M>TION 
AJ: CAW: lm:wmb 
7/7/84. . 
Ellen Burns moved the Board of Directors appoint Virginia 
Wheeler to the Board of Trustees of the NYSNA Mul.tiemployer 
Benefits Fund until 12/31/85-or until her.successor is 
appointed. Seconded. carried unanimously. 
.. ·. ', . . •, . .. ' 
MillllTES OP ,l1JNE 7, 1984 BOABD OP DIRECTORS MEETING 
. . . .. . . . . 
ACTION BELATED TO THE ltKSIGNATION OF THE. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Following discussion of Association recognition ·of. Cathryne A. 
: Welch's services as Executive Director, the Board approved: 
Approval of a. six-1a0nth sabbatical (at full salary and· 
benefits) for Cathryne A. · Welch in recognition of her 
outstanding contributions . to the profession and the 
Association over the years. 
. . 
Approval of the expense of an Association recepti.on hon:ori.ng •. 
Catheyne A. Welch for her past service. · 
MEETING OF BOARD OF DIREC'IO 
. . · M. Driscoll Cent~r for N 
· Guilderland, New York 
August 13, 1984 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
CALL TO ORDER: 9: 40 AM 
· Attendance · 
Officei:s and Directors at Large: 
Cecilia F. Mulvey5 President· 
Ellen M. Burns, President-elect 
. Clare Rose, Treas'1t'er 
.· Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large· 
WilliamF. Greiner, Director at Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman,. Director at Large 
H President 
line Jones, Secretary 
· · rratto, Director at Large 
Wieczorek, Director at ta 
ULING CONTINUED SESSION 
ent Mulvey explained to Board members in a . 
n that unfortunately none of.the proposed August dates 
Board members.· Pre.-;ident Mulvey noted the importance . 
d faith effort to implement7/9/84 Board action re the.ap 
1 as t · ed' to resolve the appointment so the Board's 
· · • · confronting · · · 
. -z-
II. COMMUNICATIONS FROM,~ BOABD MEMBERS J1NABLE TO BE 'PRESENT 
· lbe President and Executive Director reported that two Board members had 
vi.a telephone stated their objection t:o the meeting being held on 8/13/84 
and requested • that their views on specific provisions. of the agreement .. 
be shared with the Board. These views were reported 1n total and reiterated 
at the point of discussi.On of the relevant provisions. 
III. CONTINUED REVIEY OF PROPOSED CO~CT 
After extensive discussion of each proposed provision of the proposed 
contract these actions were taken: 
Tem of.Agreement 
M>TION Jean Sweeney-Dunn moved the Board propose that the term of 
agreement be two years. Seconded. Carried. 6 aye, 1 nay. 
KITION Joanne Byrnes ?llOved to amend the 1110tion re proposed term of 
agreement by striking "two years" and inserting "eighteen 
months." Seconded. Lost. l aye, 6 nay. 
Salary 
1'!Yl'ION William F. Greiner moved the salary for the first year of 
the agreement be the amount stated in the attached proposed 
provisions of the contract. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
It was further agreed that salary for the second year will be 
established by the Board of Directors upon receipt of the President's 
and President-elect's report of the salary review and their 
recommendations. 
Responsibilities of the Position 
MOTION William F. Greiner moved acceptance of this provision as 
amended in di.scussion. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
Review of Implementation of Responsibilities 
IDTION William F. Greiner moved to amend by substitution of 
"twelve" months for "six months" in sentence l of this 
provision. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
William F. Greiner moved to amend by substitution of 
for "review" in sentence 2 of this provisi.on~ 
· Lost. 6 nay9 l abstention. 
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Severance Provision 
MOTION · Joanne Byrnes moved to amend by substitution of 0 three.'' 
months for "six" months in the last sentence of this 
provision~ Seconded. Lost. 2 aye. Snay 
ApProval of Proposed Contract as Amended 
MOTION Jean Sweeney-Dunn moved that the Board of Directors 
approve the proposed contract as amended. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
IV. NOTIFICATION OF BOARD MEMBERS NOT PRESENT 
It was agreed that a memo summarizing action taken would be sent to all 
Board members. 
V • MINUTES OF JUNE 9 and JONE 11 9 1984 MEETINGS 
MOTION N. Margaret Wineman moved that consideration of these ininutes 
be deferred until the September meeting. Seconded. Carr.Led 
unanimously. 
VI. MISCELLANEOUS 
Attention was called to: 
B. 
c. 
Govemor Cuomo's unexpected veto of S.2247-A and Association efforts 
to obtain information about the veto. 
The status of the 1199 strike in New York City voluntary hosoitals 
and its impact on nursing and health care. · 
Acknowledgements of appreciation for flowers from Elaine E. Beletz · 
and for a fruit basket from Ellen M. Burns and sending of flowers to 




EXECtrrIVE DIRECTOR CONTRACT 
This.shall constitute your contract-of employment as Executive Director of 
the New. York State Nurses Association for the period _____ * through 
Salary will be at the rate of $52,000 for the period ** -----through _____ There will be a salary review to establish the· salary for 
the period through _____ .*** · 
The responsibilities of this position, consistent with applicable provisions 
of the Association's Bylaws and.as specified in the attached position 
description, are to serve as chief executive officer of the New York State 
Nurses AssQclation and to administer implementation of all programs of the 
Voting Body and Board of Directors. The Board will support full implementa-
tion of the responsibilities and authorities of this position as specified in 
the attached position description. 
You shall be eligible for all current employee benefits specified in the current 
statement of employee benefits for staff and program positions. A statement of 
these shall be deemed annexed ito this agreement. 
During the first twelve months of this agreement at regularly scheduled inter-
vals the President, the President-elect and you shall jointly review implementation 
of the responsibilities of your position. Additionally, the President, the 
President-elect and you shall annually jointly review implementation of the 
responsibilities of this position and shall provide a written report of this 
review to the Board of Directors. 
On or before six months prior to the termination of this agreement the Association 
and you shall notify each other of our respective intentions regarding your 
continued appointment to this position. This agreement may otherwise be terminated 
by the Association or you upon six months prior notice. The Association reserves 
the right to provide six months salary in lieu of such notice. 
This agreement shall inure to the benefits of and shall be binding upon the 
Association~ its successors and all assigns. 
Please confirm your.understanding and acceptance of the provisions of this 
document by signing in the space provided below~ Kindly retain the copy for 
your records and return the original to me in the envelope provided. 
The Board and I look forward to working closely with you and extend our best. 
wishes for your success and satisfaction in this position. 






Cecilia F~ Hulvey, President 
THE NEW YORK STATE.NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
via 
Telephone Conference Call 
August 9, 1984 
Presiding: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
CALL TO ORDER: 7:20 AM 
I. 
Attendance 
Officers and Directors at Large: 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Ellen M. Burns, President-elect 
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones, Secretary* 
Clare Rose, Treasurer 
Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
Bonni.e Perratto, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large* 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large* 
Staff: 
Cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
PURPOSE OF MEETING 
President Mulvey explained she bad reviewed all comments received from. 
Board members regarding the draft of the proposed Executive Director 
contract mailed to the Board and wished to review with the Board each 
provision and any recommended modification. One Board member noted 
she had not understood this was the purpose of the conference call.. 
II. REVIEW OF PROPOSED CONTRACT 
President Mulvey reviewed the input from Board members with respect: to 
each provision, offering clarific:ation and explanation of certain.items 
and suggesting modification. of others. Discussion centered on provisions 
dealing with salary, term of agreement, evaluation and severance. Upon·· 
completion of review of the entire draft, attention was redirected to 
· each provision. 
MOTION Jean :iweeney-Dunn moved the Board propose that the term of agree- . 
ment be two years. Seconded. Carried. 6 aye. l nay (mot:ion 
offered 8/9; vote takenS/13/84) 
*Present through 8:25.AM 
. · Juanita . K. · Hunter moved to tabl~ th~ motion proposing the 
•·. term of ,agreement~"' Seconded. Lost. 5 aye, 6 nay 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn moved to call the question. on the motion pending ·. 
re proposed term of agreement •. · Seconded. Lost. 3 aye, 6 nay · 
MlTION Joanne Byrnes moved to amend the motion re proposed.term of. 
agreement by striking "t:WO yearsu and inserting "eighteen months." 
Seconded. 
III. DECISION TO RECESS 
· At this point in the discussion s0I112 Board members reported they could not 
continue to participate in conference call discussion·because~f other 
commitments. Some Board members urged.that completion of review and 
action on the proposed contract be continued at a meeting at the Center 
for Nursing; others urged that an effort be made to complete the action 
without further delay. By consensus it was.agreed to recess the meeting 
and reconvene at the Center on a date to be established after polling 
. Board members re their availability. 
Time of Recess: 9:00 AM 
THE NEW. YOBK STATE NUllSES · ASSOCIATION 
HINOT.BS OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECl'ORS . 
.(EXECUTIVE. SESSION) 
BarbizonPl.aza Hotel 
· New York, Nev York 
July9, 1984 
Cecilia F. Hulvey,. President 
3:10 PM 
. Attendance 
Officers and Directors at Large: 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Ellen M; Burns, Pres:ldent-el.ect · 
Juan:1.taK. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones. Secretary 
Clare J. Rose, Treasurer 
Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large 
William F. ·Greiner, Director.· at·· Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large . 
HarthaL. Orr, Director at Large (excusedatout:set 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
Rita Reis.Wieczorek, Director at Large 
*N •. Margaret Wineman, Director.at Large 
Staff: 
**Cathryne A. Welch. Executive Director 
I. MINUTES OF JUNE 7 AND JONE 11, 1984 MEETINGS IN EXECUTIVE SESSION 
The Board carefully reviewed each set of minutes, requested sta£f to. 
arrange for revision and. agreed to revis after the requested revision .. 
ITEMS. PERTAINING TO ACTION TAKEN AT JUNE 11, 1984 · MEErING 
Correspondence from·Martha Orr and Counsel.. 
. . . 
President Mulvey reported Association counsel. had been requst:ed t!S 
call Ms. Orr 7 s counsel.. to explore the written comamication 
received 6{19/84. Ms. Orr's counsel emphasized Ha. Orr: 
. ' ' .. . . 
is entitled to a full explanation of why the appointJleDt offer was 
rescinded; . · . . · 
seeks an amicable resolution of tbi.s matt:er through re:stit>raltl.ion 
· Qf the appointment offer; · 
until approximately 8: .. PM 
for portions of meeting · 
3). wishes the rlght to lipply for the position in the event the 
selection process is reopened ·csuch application to be without 
prejudi.ce to any 1itigat:Lon which might be in: progress). 
B. Correspondence. from Membership 
President Hulvey noted that written communications received regarding 
this matter reflect organizational leadership's expression of dismay 
and requested t:hat the Board revie--.4' the communications. 
H.*C. Request from Board Members to Rescind 6/11/84 Action to Withdraw 
Executive Director Appointment Offer 
President Mulvey reported she had received requests from Board members 
to rescind the 6/11/84 action. Members who submitted the requests 
explained the purpose of the June 11 meeting was to review questions 
re the validity of procedure; after review, the Board validated the 
procedure; withdrawal of the appointment offer was therefore 
inappropriate; in the best interest of the Association and all 
involved parties, the appointment offer should be continued. 
Extensive discussion followed in which Board members expressed 
their views re the candidate's qualifications, Board deliberations 
on this matter, the impact of action to date on the Association, 
and the potential impact of approval or disapproval of the request 
to rescind. 
M'.>TION Jean Sweeney-Dunn moved the Board of Directors rescind the 
6/11/84 action to withdraw the Executive Director appointment 
offer. Seconded. (Prior to the vote, President Mulvey 
requested a written ballot, and informed the Board she would 
record her vote.) Carried. 6 aye; 5 nay. 
Following this action it was agreed the President would inform Martha 
Orr of the Board's decision. In addition, the Board noted the need 
to consider contractual matters. It was agreed a draft of the 
employment contract would be mailed to the Board by July 13 for 
individual review and that proposed dates would.be circulated for a 
telephone conference call to finalize the proposed contract at the 
earliest possibledate. 
ADJOURNMENT: 10:40 PM 
. . . 
. . ~2~:JJ: "st,.tary 
. ' , . 
.. . ' . . . 
. fnlr.l:Discussion after 8:15 PH · . 
10/84 ... 
THE NEW' YORK srATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECIORS 
(Telephone Conference Call) 
June 15, 1984 
PRESIDING: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
CALL TO ORDER: 9:05 PM 
At:tendance 
Officers and Directors at Large 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, PresidP-nt: 
Ellen M. Burns, President-elect 
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones, Secretary 
Clare J. Rose, Treasurer 
Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
*Martha L. Orr, Director at Large 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Staff 
Cathryne A. Welch, Executive. Director 
I. REINSTATEMENT OF DIRECTOR AT !..\~GE 
President. Hulvey reported that she had informed Martha L. Orr of the 
Board's 6/12/84 recision of her resignation as Director at Large and 
that Ms. Orr would participate in the portion of the call deaUng with 
third-party reimbursement legislation. and scheduling of the.discipl.:lnal:y 
hearing. 
II. NYSNA' s THIRD-PARTY REIMBURSEMENT LEGISI.AIIOH 
Staff reported that sul>sequent: to Senat:e approval of the bill on 6/13/84 
attention has been redirected to moving the bill in the Assembly. COmrm:mica-
. tion to district nui::ses associations and others urging their assistanca in 
mobilizing·Assembly and gubernatoria1 suppott is.underway. 
*Present onl.y duri.n.g discussion of Agenda Items 1,. 2 and 3 
Ill. · PBOPOSED DATES, DISCIPLINAB.Y BEAllING 
. '~·. . 
'lbe President reported efforts by •legal counsel to schedule the pending 
disci.plinm:y hearing in July and requested Board members to advise staff 
of their availability for the suggested dates. · 
IV. REPORI ·FROM LEGAL COUNSEL 
lhe President reported that legal counsel had informed the Executive . 
Director ~fan additional area of potential legal challenge to the 6/11/84 
action.to discontinue che appointment offer and requested staff to report 
legal counsel's lat:est: assessment. Dr. Welch explained that legal 
counsel·bad informedher that uponrevis, of the transcription of the 
sut:ement .placed ou the record by the Executive Committee on 6/11/84 be. 
noted.references to candidates.who are Board memben and to rules.requiring 
any such Board members co abstain from participation in deliberations and 
action relating to the selection or appointment of candidates. In his 
judgmeor-, this constitutes an additional area of potential legal challenge 
chac he was unaware of on 6/ll/84and therefore did not at that time 
identify to the.Board. 
Discussion ensued in which Board members stated they were.not candidates 
and requested that legal counsel be informed that use of the work was 
inaccurate. · 
V. NURSING COMMIJNITY BESPOBSE TO 6/11/84 ACTION 
Pres~t: lillvey stated she had received telephone and written communications 
at home as well as written communications at the Center regarding the 
discontinuation of the appointment offer. Given the proximity of the 
meeting of the ANA Convention and the apparent potential for discussion of 
it there, the President believed the Board should be informed of these 
COIIIIIUD.icatioos and any. others that other Board members might have received. 
The Pi.·esident then read the. written communications she had received, 
smmarized the telephone . communications · and requested staff. to read . those . 
which bad been received at the Center. Some Board· meni>ers then summarized 
telephone commmications they had received; others reported they bad received 
no communications ou the subject. 
VI. DISCUSSION OF 6/11/84 BOARD OF DIRECIOR ACTION . 
. ' . . 
At: the.request of some members of the Board discussion ensued regarding 
•i.mplicar:ions of the 6/11/84.action to discontinue the appointment: offer • 
.. Saa! members expressed the view .that the actio11 had serious potential. for 
. erosion· of· membership confidence in the Board and the·. Association and~ 
· . therefore, shou1d be reconsidered and requested that other meni>ers give 
smiethought to. chis~ •otbeJ:S stated:chey did not concur with the 
• asses~t of >pot:ential jeopardy and would not favor reconsideration •. · .. · 
Some ·stateddiscussi.on. of •·.this matter was difficult• in.a· telephone conference .·call. .. •·· > • " • ,, • •• • '• •• ••• • ,· > 
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DATE OF .NEXT MEETING - July 9, 1984 with scheduling of disciplinary 
meeting to be confirmed as soon as possihl.e. 
ADJOURNMENT: 10:30 PM · 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
HINDTES OF MKETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
{Telephone Conference Call) 
June 12, 1984 
. PB.ESmING: Cecilia F. Mul.vey > President 
CALL TO ORDER: 9: 10 PH 
Attendance 
Officers and Directors at Large 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Ellen M. Burns, President-elect· 
.Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones, Secretary 
Clare J. Rose, Treasurer 
Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek., Director at·Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Staff 
Cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
I. REPORT OF PRESIDEN'l' AND PRESIDENT-ELECT'S 6/11/84 DISCUSSION WITH M. L. ORR 
RE BOARD'S 6/11/84 ACTION 
President Hulvey reported that she and President-elect Burns had met with 
M. L. Orr after the 6/11/84 Board meeting to inform Ms. Orr of the Board's 
acd.on discontinuing the offer of appointment. Ms. Orr expressed shock and 
distress and confusion, stated she would immediately seek legal counsel and 
requested iJ11Dediate reinstatement to the position as Director at Large 
on the NYSNA Board of Directors. 
II. REPORT OF ASSOCIATION LEGAL COUNSEL AND PARLIAMENTARIAN RE REINSTATEMENT 
AS DIRECTOR AT LARGE 
President Mulvey reported that legal counsel and the parliamentarian concur 
that reinstatement is appropriate and·proper inas1I1Uch as the basis for 
lfs. Orr's resignation was the acceptance of the offer of appointment to 
the &:ecud.ve :oirector position. ·without: objection~ the Board agreed 
to rescind the resignation. 
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III. REQUEST OF LEGAL COUNSEL 
President Mul.vey reported that legal counsel has requested submission of · 
t:hese writ.ten materials forthwith: 
A. From. the Secretary - minutes of th~ June 7 and June 11 Executive 
Sessions of the Board of Directors; 
B. Froa every· member of the Board - a written summary of every communica-
tion {personal, written or telephone) with Martha Orr subsequent to the 
time of extension of the offer of appointment on 6/7. (If any Board 
member bas had no co'Dlllunication that should be stated in writing.) 
C. Materials are to be mailed to the President at the Center for Nursing. 
IV. BOARD OF DIRECTOR STATEMENT RE APPOINTMENT 
lhe President reviewed a statement prepared for use in Association response 
to inquiries re the status of the Executive Director appointment, noted . · 
each Board member would receive a copy of the statement and requested it 
be used to respond to any such inquiry directed to individual Board members. 
V. DISCUSSION OF 6/11/84 BOARD OF DIRECTOR ACTION 
At: the request of some members of the Board discussion ensued regarding the 
action taken on 6/11/84. Questions, views and/or issues identified included: 
A. Differing opinions re whether the action to discontinue the appointment 
offer should ba,;e been taken; 
B. Question regarding whether Board members who had expressed interest in 
the position should have participated and response by those members that 
they were not declared candidates; 
C. Differing views on the potential impact of the action upon the Board 
and the Association. 
After discussion, 
H>TION Joanne Byrnes moved the Board request the President to explore 
with legal counsel and the parliamentarian options regarding 
reoffering appointment. Sec<mded. 
After further discussion, 
MlTION Bonnie Perratto moved to call the question. Seconded. Carried. 
Vote: 10 aye; 1 .nay. 
After the question was called the motion regarding exploration of options 
lost: 2 ayes; 7 nays; 1 abstention.· 
·•DATE OF NEXT MEETING: July 9~ 1984~ at. 3:00 PM in New York City, location to 
· be announced. 
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.Arnoline .Jon~ Sectecary 
THE NEW YORK STATE NDRSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECIORS 
· ·.· (Executive Session) 
Barbizon Plaza Hotel 
New York, New York 
June u, 1984 
PRESIDING: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
CALL.TO ORDER: 1:40 PM 
Attendance 
Officers and Directors 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Ellen M. Burns,. President-elect 
Juanita K. Hunter• Vice President 
Arnoline.Jones, Secretary 
Clare J. Rose,. Treasurer 
Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
. Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
Bonnie Perra~to, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
Rita Reis·Wieczorek, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Others 
*William Dixon Southworth, Ph.D., Parliamentarian 
**Richard J. Silber and Jeffrey Dana Gillen of Harder Silber and Gi1len, 
Legal Counsel 
**Cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
*Present for major portion of meeting 
**Present at intervals 
I. INTRODUCTIONS 
The Chair introduced William Dixon Southwotth, Ph.D., Registered Parliamentarian, 
noting he had been requested to be present to insure access to parUament:ary 
advice should it be needed~ Board members and Dr. Southworth exchanged · ·· · · · .. 
introductions. 
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II. PURPOSE OF THE MEETING 
The Chair explained t:he meeting was called to discuss concerns expressed 
by the Vice President in a telephone call on Ji.me 8 to the Executive 
Director regarding the June 7 Board of Directors meeting. The Chair noted 
the Executi.ve Committee had reviewed this matter earlier in the day and 
recoimnended that (a) there be full discussion of the concerns at this 
meeting of the Board of Directors and (b) the Executive Director be 
invited to be present at the outset of the meeting to report her under-
standing of the Vice President's statements in the June 8 telephone call. 
The Board concurred with the Executive Committee's reco11m1endations. The 
Execucive Director was requested to join the meeting. 
Dr. Welch reported the Vice President called her at the Center for Nursing 
at approximately 9:55 AM and stated that she (the Vice President) ''had 
much discomfort about yesterday's (i.e., June 7) procedure" and believed 
"it was not handled in accordance with NYSNA policies and procedure or 
Robert's Rules of Order: (1) no minutes were kept; (2) the President 
voted and that is not normal policy; the President should have announced 
she wished to vote and there should have been an official vote on whether 
the President should vote; (3) inaccurate information was given to t:he Board 
and information was withheld from cheBoard." The Vice President stated, 
"As a result the Board of Directors was not given the opportunity to make a 
full and informed decision and, therefore, was not able to fully implement 
its fiduciary responsibilities to the membership. Therefore," the Vice 
President stated, she ''believe{d) the entire procedure should be invalidated." 
After requesting the Vice President to repeat certain of these statements to 
insure accurate understanding, the Executive Director asked the Vice 
President to state the nature of any request or expectation she had of the 
Executive Director with respect to this matter. The Vice President responded 
she requested "that the whole process be invalidated." The Vice President 
then commented, "There has been a serious infraction. Unless NYSNA takes 
action, it will come from elsewhere. There is a group of very angry people." 
The Executive Director asked whether the Vice President had informed the 
President and/or Board of Directors of her concerns and request that the 
process be invalidated. The Vice President responded she had thought of 
telephoning the President but had decided to call the Executive Director. 
The Vice President stated she had expressed concern at the June 7 meeting 
but probably had not specifically stated her view or intent to request that 
the process be invalidated. The Executive Director asked whether the Vice 
President understood the Executive Director would report the Vice President's 
concerns and requests to the President. The Vice President responded yes 
and stated that was the reason for the call to the Executive Director. The 
Executive Directer stated she would bring the Vice President's views to the 
President's attention. 
Dr. Welch emphasized this summary was accurate to the best of her understanding 
and recollection but that it was not a verbatim report. 
nie Clair asked the Vice President whether the report accurately summarized her 
scatements t:o the Executive Director. The Vice President responded yes and 
requested a point of personal privilege to state that when the Executive 
Director telephoned her about today's meeting, she did not understand the 
1 
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purpose was to focus on her concerns and had expected a general discussion. 
Dr. Welch then requested the privilege of responding to state that staff had 
attempted to provide the same information to all Board members regarding the 
purpose of the meeting and apologized for any inadvertent misunderstanding 
or confusion. 
The Executive Director was then excused from the meeting. 
The Chair then called attention to each of the identified concerns: 
A. Minutes of: the June 7 Meeting 
The Chair inquired whether the Secretary had taken notes for purposes 
of preparing minutes. The Secretary responded yes. 
B. Voting by the President 
The Chair noted she had informed the Board in advance of her intent to 
vote on the pending question on June 7 and asked the Parliamentarian to 
advise the Board whether her vote were consistent with applicable 
parliamentary procedure. Dr. Southworth cited relevant portions of 
Robert's Rules of Order, Newly Revised, noting the Clair was entitled 
to exercise the right to vote. 
C. Information Provided to the Board 
The Chair reviewed the selection process beginning January 20, 1984 and 
extending through June 7, 1984 citing memoranda sent to the Board of 
Directors on 1/25/84 and 2/6/84 and the report provided at the April 
1984 Board meeting. 
The Chair then noted that during the Executive Session earlier in the 
day the Secretary stated that it had been brought to her attention after 
the June 7 meeting that two Board members other than Ms. Orr had sought 
infonnation about the position and expressed interest in applying. 
Another Board member also reported having received this information 
and asked why this information had not been presented to the Board on 
June 7. 
The Chair responded that she had received telephone calls from two 
Board members on May 25. In response to these Board members' expressions 
of interest in applying for the position the Chair noted the deadline 
for application set by the Executive Committee was April 16 and stated 
her view that no new applications could be entertained until after the 
Board had made a determination about disposition of the process currently 
underway. The Chair and each of the Board members concurred any special. 
consideration to Board members with respect to the application deadlin~ 
would be inappropriate. The Clair explained she had not reported 
these conversations to the Board of Directors because one of the Board 
members involved expressly requested the conversation be tteated as 
confidential and the Chair regarded both conversations as confidential.. 
'.i'he two Board men:bers confirmed the Chair's reports of their conversations, 
noted they were previously unaware of each others' inquiries, and stated 
they had not; themsel.ves reported their interest to the Board because they 
were not declared candidates. One. of these Board members further noted 
she believed there was no conflict with her role as a member of the 
Executive Committee inasmuch as she was not a candi.date. 
A member of the Executive Committee asked why the interest· of these two 
Board meiri>ers had not been reported to the Committee. The Chair 
reiterated her belief that the information had been given to her in 
confidence and noted that her belief was reinforced by the fact that 
the two Board members had elected not to disclose the information in the 
course of Executive Committee or Board discussions. 
Some med>ers of the Board then stated that had they been aware of. these 
expressions of interest they would·· have influenced their vote and that 
not knowing this information placed undue pressure to make a decision 
on the candidate recommended at the June 7 meeting. Thes~ members also 
noted pressure was created by candidate's presence at the Center on 
June 7. · 
D. Reguest for . Invalidation of the Process 
A Board member requested parliamentary advice regarding the Board's 
right to invalidate the J>rocess. The Parliamentarian noted the vote 
taken to select an Executive Director, e.g. offer the appointment to 
the position, could be likened to an election and that the requirements 
for invalidation of an election are fraud or general confusion. In 
response to.an inquiry as to whether, if the process were validated, 
other options were available to the Board, the Parliamentarian responded 
yea. Board members then requested clarification of the terms fraud and 
general confusion. Legal counser were requested to join the meeting, 
defined each of the terms, provided examples to insure understanding and 
excused themselves. · 
ll>TION Bonnie Perratto moved that the Board of Directors invalidate the 
results of:the June 7, 1984 selection for the Executive Director's 
position. Seconded. Lost. 
Discussion then centered around the candidate's qualifications and the 
needs of the Association. A Board member requested that legal counsel be 
asked to provide information regarding verbal contracts, ramifications of 
withdrawing a verbal contract offer and the lawfulness of withdrawal of 
an offer of employment. The Chair requested legal counsel to join the 
meeting to provide this information. Legal Counsel reviewed the questions, 
.~ .. identified two potential areas of legal challenge to withdrawal of the 
appointment offer by the individual involved: (1} breach of contract; 
(2) tort action. LegaLCounsel then excused themselves. 
-The Parliamentarian offered the point of information that the present 
deli.berations were not consistent .with. the vote affirming the validity·· 
· ·•·of the process. 
. .. 
William Greiner moved that the Board of Directors continue the offer 
of employment asExecut:ive Director of NYSNA to Martha Orr. 
Seconded. (!'riorto action on this motion the Chair inquired 
whether ·Mr. Greiner would consider · tabling the lllOtion. Mr. • 
.. Greiner responded that he wished the motion to stand, whereupon 
a 1210tion to tabl~ was offered, s_econded and lost.) Lost - . · 
5 aye; 6nay; l abstention (vote l>y cl<:sedballot). 
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It was determined the President would Worm Martha Orr of the Board's 
action to discontinue the offer of appointment. 
The<Board then discussed the need for a plan of action including: 
L Continuing the search; 
2. A new search committee; 
3.. Appointing an Acting Director for the interim period; 
4 •. Developing plans for the above at the next meeting of .the Board on 
July 9; ·1984. 
Adjournment: 8: 10 PM 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (EXECUTIVE SESSION) 
Center for Nursing 
June 7, 1984 
Presiding:_ -Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
I. CAIJ.. TO ORDER: 9:05 AM 
Attendance 
Present: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Ellen M. Burns, President-elect 
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones, Secretary 
Clare J. Rose, Treasurer 
Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
Absent: Martha L. Orr, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
II. REPORT OF EXECUTIVE COMMI'ITEE RE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SELECTION PROCESS 
The Cb.air reported to the Board that eight individuals had submitted resumes 
and statements of application ror consideration for appointment to the posi-
tion of Association Executive Director. One of these was a non-nurse; 
another did not meet the requirement of holding a master's degree in nursing. 
The Chair reported the Executive Committee had interviewed two candidates 
and subsequently voted unanimously to recommend that Martha L. Orr be 
offered the appointment of Executive Director. In addition, at the request 
of the Executive Committee, Ms. Orr met with Ni'.SNA Deputy Directors, Program 
Directors and Department Heads with President Mulvey and President-elect 
Burns in attendance~ 
Copies of the recommended candidate's resume, letters of reference and 
the Executive Director position description were reviewed by the Board. 
With respect to the process, some Board members noted they had anticipated 
receipt of additional information throughout the process. Attention was 
drawn to the memoranda of 1/25/84 and 2/6/84 and the report provided at the 
April 1984 Board meeting. Some Board members expressed concern that only 
one candidate was presented for consideration and inquired whether there 
had been other candidates. The Cb.air responded the only applications 
received were those reported on in this meeting. 
.. . Discussion· 
After review of the candidate's·.• resume,· J.ettt!rs · of recommendation and.· 
Executive Committee comments, lengthy•discussionensued in which varying 
views were expressed. Some Board members questioned the candidate's 
economic and general welfare experience, administrative and/or organiza-
tional experience and formal experience :with nursing and health care · 
legislation. Other members expressed the view that the resume, 
references and interviews reflected strong qualifications in these 
areas. Some Board members urged attention to whether Association 
resources were sufficient to insure the candidate's success, if appointed. 
Some Board members stated they were feeling pressure and could not vote 
at the present time. One member suggested these altematives for 
consideration: (1) appoint an Acting Director; (2) reopen the search; 
(3) appoint an Acting Director from outside the Association; 
(4) ask the current Executive Director to extend her resignation date. 
The Chair expressed the view that if the search were reopened an appoint-
ment prior to January 1, 1985 would be unlikely and noted that Dr. Welch 
might not be willing to extend the date of her resignation. Disc1,1ssion 
of the viability of all alternatives ensued. 
The Chair suggested a straw vote might facilitate the deliberations of . 
the Board. It was the general consensus not to have .. a straw vote. 
ll>TION William Greiner moved that the Board of Directors offer the 
appointment to the position of Executive Director to Mar~ha L. 
Orr, pending negotiation of a mutually satisfactory agreement. 
Seconded. (Prior to the vote,. the Chair informed the Board of 
her intent to vote on this question and requested that voting 
be by ballot.) Carried - 6 aye; 5 nay. 
!l>TIOll .Juanita Hunter moved to reconsider the vote to offer the 
appoincment as Executive Director to Martha L. Orr. . 
Seconded. Lost - 6 aye; Snay. (2/3 vote required for approval) 
It vas agreed thac the Qisir vould send a draft of the proposed employ-
:amt: contract for the Ezecutive Director to each Board llelllber and the 
· cancract would be ftnaJ:lzed at::t:he July 9 meecing of the Board. 
lhe Olair t:hea invited Harth.a L. Orr to join the meeting and informed her that. 
· t:he Boatd of Direetoa bad determined to offer. her the appointment as Executive 
Direttor,. pending negotiation of a -.tually satisfactory contract. Ms. Orr 
,a;pressedpleasure Id.di the Board's decision, expressed confidelice that 
successful. negotiations would. be . possible · accepted the offer. Ms. Orr 
agreed co noufy the Board :!:mnediately upon sub11ission of· her resignation 
froll her, prese11t employment:. so an Association mmouncemen.t can. proceed. 
Ms. Orr. then orally tendered her resignation as Director at Large. On behalf . . of the Board, the Chair accepted the resignation and invited Ms. Ori tg remain 
in attendance at the rema:!,nd~r of ~he Boa!c:l:m~eting ~. Qbs,mrer. · · 




THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
(EXECUTIVE SESSION) 
Barbizon Plaza Hotel 
New York, New York 
July 9, 1984 
Presiding: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
CALL TO ORDER: 3: 10 PM 
Attendance 
Officers and Directors at Large: 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Elleri M. Burns, President-elect 
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Ameline Jones, Secretary 
Clare J. Rose, Treasurer 
Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
PART OF #2 
Martha L. Orr, Director at La~ge (excused at outset of meeting) 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
*N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Staff: 
**cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
I. MINUTES OF JUNE 7 AND JONE 11, 1984 MEETINGS IN EXECUTIVE SESSION 
The Board carefully reviewed each set of minutes, requested staff to 
arrange for revision and agreed to review after the requested revision. 
II. ITEMS PERTAINING TO ACTION TAKEN AT JONE 11, 1984 MEETING 
A. Correspondence from Martha Orr and Counsel 
President Mulvey reported Association counsel had been requested to 
call Ms. Orr's counsel to explore the written communication 
received 6/19/84. Ms. Orr's counsel emphasized Ms. Orr: 
1) is entitled to a full explanation of why the appointment offer was 
rescinded; 
2) seeks an amicable resolution of this matter through restoration 
of the appointment offer; 
*Present until approximately 8:15 PM 
:H:Prasent for portions of meeting 
3} 
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wishes the right to apply for the position in theevent the 
selection process is reopened (such application to be without 
prejudice to any litiga~ion which might be in progress). 
B. Correspondence from Membership 
President Mulvey noted that written communications received regarding 
this matter reflect a broad-based organizational leadership expression 
of dismay and requested that the Board review the communications. 
C •. Request from Board Members to Rescind 6/11/84 Action to Withdraw 
Executive Director Appointment Offer 
President Mulvey reported she had received requests from Board members 
to rescind the 6/11/84 action. Members who submitted the requesta 
explained the purpose of the June 11 meeting was to review questions 
re the validity of procedure; after review, the Board validated the 
procedure; withdrawal of the appointment offer was therefore 
inappropriate; in the best interest of the Association and all 
involved parties, the appointment offer should be continued. 
Extensive discussion followed in which Board members expressed 
their views re the candidate's qualifications, Board deliberations 
on this matter, the impact of action to date on the Association, 
and the potential impact of approval or disapproval of the request 
to rescind. 
M:>TION Jean Sweeney-Dunn moved the Board of Directors rescind the 
6/11/84 action to withdraw the Executive Director appointment 
offer. Seconded. (Prior to the vote, President Mulvey 
requested a written ballot, and informed the Board she would 
record her vote.) Carried. 6 aye; 5 nay. 
Following this action it was agreed the President would inform Martha 
Orr of the Board's decision. In addition, the Board noted the need 
to consider contractual matters. It was agreed a draft of. the 
employment contract would be mailed to the Board by July 13 for 
individual review and that proposed dates would be circulated for a 
telephone conference call to finalize the proposed contract at the 
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Cathryne A. Welch. Ed.D., RN 
Executive Director Consfflantol'The American Nurses AslOcfatfon 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 458-5371 
August 27, 1984 
Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., R.N. 
Vice President 
New York State Nursas Association 
127 Shirley Avenue 
Buffalo, NY 14215 
Dear Juanita: 
I have received your August 17 letter regarding notification and scheduling 
of the 8/13/84 meeting of the Board of Directors. As I stated to you in 
our 8/13 telephone conversation, I deeply regret that all Board members 
were not able to be in attendance. In addition, I deeply regret the 
apparent confusion and misunderstanding identified in your letter. 
Staff contacted members of the Board on August 9 via telephone to request 
confirmation of availability for continuation of the recessed 8/9 telephone 
conference meeting at 9:30 AM at the Center for Nursing on 8/13, 8/20 and 
8/21. After my review of responses to these calls, staff then, on August. 10, 
attempted to reach every Board .member to inform them I was scheduling the 
meeting on 8/13 at 9:30 AM. Because you could not be reached on August 10 
Cathryne Welch called you early.on August 11 to insure that you were :!.nfonned 
of the scheduling. I recall that at several points during the Board's 
August 9 telephone conference you stated you were unable to hear others' 
comments. Perhaps such technical problems explain the misunderstandings of 
dates and times discussed in the August 9 and 11 telephone communications. 
With respect to the matter of recording absentee votes, I can explain full.y. 
Upon being informed by another Board member of her inability to attend the 
8/13 meeting and her views on certain pending issues, Cathryne Welch stated 
she thought it possible to record her vote on these issues if she wished. 
Although Dr. Welch's understanding was that this Board member did not wish 
to record.her vote, we reviewed parliamentary procedure because I wished to 
inform all absent members if it were an option. Our interpretation of 
parliamentary authority was that it was· not permissible. Upon receiving 
your request on August 13 to record your vote I immediately sought advice 
from the Association's parliamentarian and was informed that Robert's Rules 
(the Association's parliamentary authority)_does not permit this unless 
it is explicitly prov:f,ded for in the bylaws. I informed the Board meni>ers 
in _attendance at the 8/13 session of your news,. the votes you would have 
recorded if it were possible and the parliamentary advice on this matter. 
.Jaani.ta L amrer. Ed.D., Jl.B. 
Augas~ 27,. 1984 
Page '.l'liO 
. . D!Cia being infomed of your views and the areas of confusion. . 
I:~ your letter. I regret it was not possible c:!ri c:::l~!~er 
on this subject on the August 9 conference 
Board action _;.11-~ed d others• presence on August 13. t:hat calendar ccmfli.ct:s prec.w.w.i. your an . . . , 
Sincerely yours. 
CLu6i._ 1. ri~ t~J 
CecUia F. llll.vey, M.S., R.N. 
President 
CF'M:wm 





Cecilia Mulvey, President 
New Yort·state Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue . 
Guilderland, New York 12084 
Dear. Cecilia: 
.August 17 • 1984 
. FACULTYOFHEALTB~ 
Sdiaml of l.lmmmr 







Jililbnl l'i.llll:,in .,._~ c-
CA1 Saturday morning. August 11. 198411 I ffl notified by Cathryne 
Welch, Executive Director of the Hew York Statetlurses Association.that the 
August 9 conference call of the New York State Nurses Association recessed 
on that date, would be reconvened on Monday,. August 13, 1984 at 8:30 a.m. 
EDT, in Guilderland, New York. This information was nceived after I was 
notified on August 9, 1984 that·the conference call wuld be reconvened 
on August 21 or 22 at 12:30 p.m., EDT. 
· I infonned Dr.·Welch that I would not be attending the meeting and 
this was in light of the fact that at the time I was on vacation in Seattle, 
Washington. After the phone conversation I reconsidered my decision in 
light of the fact that the agenda for the meeting would be to complete the 
contract to be offered to the candidate for the Executive Director's 
position. As a result of this reconsideration, although unsuccessfully, 
I did attempt to change my airline reservations for the purpose of attending 
the meeting. 
On Monday, August 13 at approximately 9:30 A.M·. EDT, I contacted Cecilia 
Mulvey.President of the association to infonn her of my efforts and to 
request that my vote be counted on the pending issues. I stated that I had 
been denied the opportunity to attend and participate in the meeting.due to 
an insufficient amount of time allotted between the .can to meeting and the .. 
scheduled meeting time •.. I-do not believe this hasty action~ in.the:best 
interest of the association, as.my right and responsibility to fulfill the 
duties of a board member was thwarted. · · · · · 
This letter is being sent to you'. for; your infonnation. 
S_incerely, 
.·•Hunter . . n . 
. >1.:t·•·· 
1016 ITOCkTQN IUMHM,I~ 'l'OWIC1' nurrA1..o, NCW '\'fal\1( ,.,,. ·· DL..4714111~1;.uia 
eaa.,.A. W91ch, Ed.D,.RN 
Cw:ulhe.Dhctor Con1tlluent of .The American . Nul"Sff Auoclatlop 
·NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371 
August 14. 1984 
TO: Juanita K. Hunter 
. FBOM: Cecilia F. Mulvey 
Subsequent to our telephone conversation yesterday moming I sought 
parliamentary advice regarding recording of votes by members not in 
attendance at the meeting and was informed that Robert's Rules (the 
Association's parliamentary authority) does not permit this unless it 
is explicitly provided for in the bylaws. I did inform the Board of 
your request as well as the parliamentary advice I received. I also 
reported to the Board your comments about the scheduling of the meeting 
and your statements of rationale and votes on the contract provisions 
you discussed with me when you called. I called your rationale and 
positions to the Board's attention at the point at which they were, 
deliberating on the particular provision about.which you co11DD.ented. 
Thank you £or calling yesterday to inform me of your views. I regret 









NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Western Avenue, Gullderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371 
CONFIDENTIAL 
August 14, 1984 
TO: NYSNA Board of Directors 
FROM: Cecilia F. Mul.vey, President 
RE: Proposed Executive Director Contract 
This will confirm Board of Directors' action on the proposed Executive 
Director contract and the next steps in the appointment process. 
On June 13 the Board of Directors approved the proposed Executive 
Director contract. Major provisions are: a· two-year term of appointment; 
.salary of $52,000 for the first year with a salary review for the second 
year; regularly scheduled President, President-elect and Executive Director 
joint review of implementation of the Executive Director responsibilities 
during the first twelve months of the appointment; and aonoa1 President .. 
President-elect and Executive Director joint review of implementation of 
responsibilities of the Executive Director position with a written report to 
the Board of Directors. Provisions specifying responsibi.lities of the posi.-
tion, employee benefits and termination are the same as those contained in 
the draft mailed to you on July 13. 
President-elect Burns and I will now meet with Martha Orr to review the 
proposed agreement. In all likelihood, she will need some time_ to 
consider it. ·rf Ms. Orr requests any modification or addition, I will 
contact you to arrange for Board discussion of such proposals. If Ms. Orr 
a~cepts the contract as proposed, I will notify you and .anno1J11cement of the 
appointment will then he made via a press release. 
Thank you for your·cooperation and assistance in this matter. 
any questions please contact me. 
If you have 
·.cFM:wmb · 
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August 17_, 1984 
Cecilia Mulvey. President 
Bew York State Nurses Association 
2113Western Avenue 
Guilderland, New York 12084 
Dear Cecilia: 
On Saturday morning, August 11, 1984, I was notified by 
Cathryne Welch, Executive Director of the New York State 
Nurses Association that the August 9 conference call of the 
New York State Nurses Association recessed on that date, would 
be reconvened on Monday, August 13, 1984 at 8:30 a.m. EDT, in 
Guilderland. New York. This information was received after I 
was notified on August 9, 1984 that the conference call would 
be reconvened on August 21 or 22 at 12.:30 p.m., EDT. 
I informed Dr. Welch that I would not be attending the 
meeting and this was due to the fact that at the time I was on 
vacation in Seattle, 'Washington. After the phone · conversation 
I reconsidered my decision in light of the fact that the agenda 
for the meeting would be to complete the contract to be offered 
to the candidate for the Executive Director's position. As a 
result of this reconsideration, although unsuccessfully, I did 
attempt to change my airline reservations for the purpose of 
attending the meeting. · 
On Monday, August 13 a~ approximately 9:30 a.m., EDT, I 
contacted you to inform you of my efforts and to request that 
my vote be counted on the pending issues • I stated that I had 
been denied the opportunity to attend and participate in the 
meeting due to an insufficient amount of time allotted between 
the call to meeting and the scheduled meeting time. I was 
told that my vote could not be counted. However, I later be-
came aware that another·board member had been offered this option. 
. I do not believe these hasty actions were in the best 
interest of the association. My right and my responsibility to 
fulfill the duties of a board member.were thwarted. 
This letter is being sent to you for your information. 
Sincerely, 
.Juanita .. Hunter, Vice-President·· 
cc: NYSNA Board of Directors· . 
August 17_, 1984 
CeciliaMulvey, President 
New York State Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, New York 12084 
Dear Cecilia: 
On Saturday morning, August 11, 1984, I was notified by 
Cathryne Welch, Executive Director of the New York State 
Nurses Association that the August 9 conference call of the 
New York State Nurses Association recessed on that date, would 
be reconvened on Monday, August 13, 1984 at 8:30 a.m. EDT, in 
Guilderland, New York. This information was received after I 
was notified on August 9, 1984 that the conference call would 
be reconvened. on August 21 or 22 at 12 :30 p .m. , EDT. 
I informed Dr. Welch that I would not be attending the 
meeting and this was due to the fact that at the time I was on 
vacation in Seattle. Washington. After the· phone conversation 
I reconsidered my decision in light of the fact that the agenda 
for the meeting would be to complete the contract to be offered 
to the candidate for the Executive Director's position. As a 
result of this reconsideration, although unsuccessfully, I did 
attempt to change my airline reservations for the purpose of 
attending the meeting. 
On Monday. August 13 at approximately 9:30 a.m., EDT .. I 
contacted you to inform you of my efforts and to request that 
my vote be counted on the pending issues. I stated that I had 
been denied the opportunity to attend and participate in the 
meeting due to an insufficient amount of time allotted between 
the call to meeting and the scheduled meeting time. I was 
told that my vote could not be counted. However, I later be-
came aware that another·board member had been offere,i this option • 
.I do not believe these hasty actions were in the best 
intez-est of the association~ .My right and my responsibility to 
fulfill the duties of a board member were thwarted. 
This.letter is b.eing sent.to you for·your information. 
Sincerely, 
..Juanita Hunter, Vice;...President 




Cecilia Mulvey. President 
New York State Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland~ New York 12084 
Dear Cecilia: 
August 17. 1984 
FACULIT OF HEALTH SCJENCE 
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Erie County Mediral Center 
Millard Fillmore 
Veter&1111 Administration Medical Calt.eT 
On Saturday morning~ August 11, 1984, I was notified by Cathryne 
Welch, Executive Director of the New York State Nurses Association that the 
August 9 conference call of the New York State Nurses Association recessed 
on that date, would be reconvened on Monday, August 13, 1984 at 8:30 a.m. 
EDT, in Guilderland, New York. This infonnation was received after I was 
notified on August 9, 1984 that the conference call would be reconvened 
on August 21 or 22 at 12:30 p.m., EDT. 
I informed Dr. Welch that I would not be attending the meeting and 
this was in light of the fact that at the time I was on vacation in Seattle, 
Washington. After the phone conversation I reconsidered my decision in 
light of the fact that the agenda for the meeting would be to complete the 
contract to be offered to the candidate for the Executive Director's 
position. As a result of this reconsideration, although unsuccessfully, 
I did attempt to change my airline reservations for the purpose of attending 
the meeting. 
On Monday, August 13 at approximately 9:30 A.M. EDT. I contacted Cecilia 
Mulvey;President of the association to infonn her of my efforts and to 
request that my vote be counted on the pending issues. I stated that I had 
been denied the opportunity to attend and participate in the meeting due to 
an insufficient amount of time allotted between the call to meeting and the 
scheduled meeting time. I do not believe this hasty action was in the best 
interest of the association, as my right and responsibility to fulfill the 
duties of a board member was thwarted. 
This letter is being sent to you for your infonnation. 
Jlt:pbe. 
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The Seattl_e Times / Seattle Post-lntelllgericer · Sunday, August 12, 1984 · A 9 
Indian health: c,are is in critical condition 
',$1 O for a thousand . dollar job' Seattle clinic bleeding from cuts 
Tilnes staff and wire services 
Indian -health advocates in · the Northwest and 
across the nation said the amount of money available 
_ "The congress hereby declares that it is the poliq for contract care can no longer meet even half the de-
-of this nation. in fulfillment of its special ~ilt- mand in some -states with large Indian populations. 
: t'~ and legal _ obligation to the American Indian Payments for outside treatment are routinely refused 
; to meet tbe: national goat of providing the for patients suffering from a variety of illnesses 
; highest posstl>le bealth status to Indians and to including diseased gall bladders, impaired vision and 
, provide existing Indian health services with all crippling tione maladies. - _ 
; resources necessary to effect that policy." Last year. an ,Indian woman in Prescott, Ariz., 
'. - That pledge was made in the Indian Health care unable to get to an Indian Health Service clinic or to 
; Improvement Act of 1976. But Dr. Bob Harry. an afford private prenatal care, lost her child in a 
( Indian Health Service official in Oklahoma, sa;-s. miscarriage after a local doctor refused to see her 
f ··vou have $10 to do a thousand-dollar job. We make it because the Indian Health Service still had not paid 
go as far as we can." his bill for her previous pregnancy. 
f ·- The Indian Health Service was created in 195.5 to . Kauffman · reports similar incidents in the North-
; operate a system of hospitals and clinics at west. -
, reservations to treat Indians without charge. The These gaps-in services are made even more lethal 
_ nationwide service also has a budeP.t for "contract by the special health proble~ of Native Americans, 
health care" to reimburse private doctors and problems that may be more numerous and more 
hospitals for treating Indian patients who cannot get serious than those of any other American minority. 
to Indian Health Service facilities or who need Indian infant mortality, while much lower than it 
services those facilities cannot provide. · was :It years ago, remains one-fifth higher than· the 
According to l!BJ census figures, the latest national rate. . . . . . 
available, there are abo\.lt 16,500 Native Americans : .. In King County, the In~n infant mortality rat~ IS 
Jiving in 24 reservations in Washln£ton state. Health· C(IISiderably higher than m the general populati~n. 
· care for them is provided by the Indian Health Kauffman ~- .lbere are 11.6 ~tbs per 1,000 hv~ 
: Service.. H~th for Indians Jiving in the Seattle• ammg ~~!Ill popuJatton. to 19.:i 
• urban area rs provided by the Seattle Indian Health ·: deitm per. OlOO bve among Indians. . 
_ · Board. which has a clinic in Beacon Hill · .. _ · PropOrtimatelY. tu~ strikeS Indians f'?fJr 
-- The Indian Health Service was divided into 11 runes as _ often as AmeriC8DS m general. and kills 
, regions, with the Portland office coordinating health . JndianS six tones as often. -
: care for Oregon, Washington and Idaho. Toe Ponlalld . Changed living conditions have exacerbated some 
office does not have any hospitals for Indians in the Indian health prolJ!ems. . - . . 
regioo_ it covers. so Northwest Indians must. relv · 1bus the. in~ of alcol!ol•induced ~1rrh~ 
exclusively on contract-health services for a11 their hi-' among Native. AmertCallS haS nsen. dramatiC3!ly m 
patient needs. It is precisely -those contract-health the past 51) ~rs as liquor t>ecai:ne ea::siiy a~ilable 
funds that went under the budget-cutters' knife. around and the disease· _now .JS the 
• When it comes to ~th ca_re, "Indians in tbe fourth-IeadJn& of India.it d~ths.. _ . · _ 
Northwest have been dispropomonately hard bil as 1-, In meJJ~uget Sound area. c,trrh05!5 is the ~ond 
compared to. the rest of tire natiou," said. JoAQI . leading cause'~ ... death . ~g Indiam... . Kauffman 
Kauffman. director of the Seattle Indian Health JiaicL 1be .tbird leading cause :s accldt!nts. many 
Board. · , : , ··;a:whidt inVolYe alcohol abuse.· . · · · . . . 
The budget cuts have been so deep that · ;; ~: · . · . ·· . • · . inCltidiri the'. h~Y· 
~':,.~~-~~~=·--~~~~-~-have 
· · .. . ,{·~·,;"i>· .,.:·:~:t <r • . : , .• · -
by Aida Bustos 
Times news desk 
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August 3, 1984 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371 
TO: NYSNA Board of Directors 
P'BOM: Cat:lu:yne A. Welch,. Executive Director 
· Nurses Association 
RE: Revised Drafcs, Minutes of June 7 and June 11, .1984 Board of Directors 
Meetings 
Enclosed are the drafts of the June 7 and llmeetings as revised at the 
.July 9,. 1984 meeting. If time permits President CeciliaMulvey may request 
comments, corrections or.additionson these during the telephone conference 
cal.l which at this point we expect to be scheduled on 8/9/84. 
Thank.you •. 
• 
MINUTES OF MEETING 
Center for Nursing 
Jtme 7, 1984 
Presiding: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
I. CALL TO ORDER: 9:05 AM 
Attendance 
Present: Cecilia F. Mu.lvey,President 
Ellen M. Burns, President-el.ect 
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones, Secretary 
Clare J. Rose, Treasurer 
Joanne _Byrnes, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
Absent: Martha L. Orr, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman» Director at Large 
II. REPORT OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE RE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SEI.EC'l'ION PROCESS 
The Chair reported to the Board that eight individuals had submitted resumes 
and statements of application forconsideration for appointment to the posi-
tion of Association Executive Director. Cme of these was a non-nurse; 
another did not meet the requirement of holding a master's degree in nursing. 
The Chair reported that subsequent to the interview with Ms. West-Leta (in 
which all Executive Committee membe:rs participated) the Committee determined 
not to · recommend to the Board that it consider offering the appointment to 
her. Executive Committee members. elaborated on the basis of this 
determination. There was general acceptance of the Executive Committee's 
view-s. 
The Chair then reported that the Executive Committee had voted unao1mn"6ly 
to recommend that Marthat. Orr be offered the appointment of Executive 
Director. It was~ noted this decision was .reached lace in the evening_ on 
·•·· June 6 after ·a second Executive CoIIIIDittee interview with Ms. Orr. . The . 
initialinterview with Ms~ Orr was conducted May 16, 1984- All Executive 
·.·Committee members participated in both interviews •... In addition, a,t the .· 
request of the Executive· Committee, Ms. o.rr met with NYSNA Deputy Directors, 
Program Directors and Department Heads~.·.•· , President Mulvey and President-elect, 
Burns c1ttended this meeting. At the :request of the Chairs the President-tiect , 
provided a brief overview of the ~.e. ting n. o. ting that ~.c trr.a .· ·. ction was open.,> · 
. . ~J.h -uw. a,t~ trAW. ·. . ... 
-nc;J.: rdt.-t,1:/ 
-2-
· focused and /reflected potential for· strong, productive staff relationships.) 
the President-elect also reported that at the conclusion of the meeting 
staff had expressed · confidence in !'.s • . cirr and· informed the President, 
President-elect: and Ms. Orr they pledged support should Ms. Orr be 
appointed to the Executive Director position. 
Each Executive Committee member commented on the candidate's qualifications 
and the rationale for the recommendation. Two Committee members expressed 
reservation about the recommendationQ,yi-<i., .tli:.V ... •,R.,J.vu,a,:,.~,n cf,,.:id.. cd.,.,o -b-c,(.-n_,, 
. ,.v /-/.,'-,,£A.: ., r,-::/.:. ti,~.,,,•, ,,._,, , ,x;-1,c.i &-n,,,,.;J/!:.:/f,..,. d.C ·,. "J • · 
Copies of the recommended candidate's resume, letters of reference and 
the Executive Director position description were circulated. 
With respect to the process, some Board members noted they had anticipated 
receipt of additional information throughout the process. Attention was 
drawn to the memoranda of 1/25/84 and 2/6/84 and the report provided at the 
April 1984 Board meeting. Some Board members expressed concern that only 
one candidate was presented for consideration and inquired whether there 
had been other candidates. The Chair responded the only applications . 
received were those reported on in this meeting. 
Discussion 
After review of the candidate's resume, letters of recommendation and 
Executive Committee comments, lengthy discussion ensued in which varying 
views were expressed. Some Board members questioned the candidate's 
economic and general welfare experience, administrative and/or organiza-
tional experience and formal experience with nursing and health care 
legislation. Other members expressed the view that the resume, 
references and interviews reflected strong qualifications in these 
areas. Some Board members urged attention to whether Association 
resources were sufficient-to insure the candidate's success, if appointed. 
Some Board members stated they were feeling pressure and could not vote~ 
at the present time. One member suggested these altematives fa:r-t ~.,~ .... v~. I 
consideration: (1) appoint an Acting Director; (2) reopen the search; ;J;;-;,,~ I 
(3) appoint an Acting Director from outside the Association; ·"' I 
(4) ask the current Executive Director to extend her resignation date. 
'l'he Qiair expressed the view that if the search were reopened an appoint- ·· 
ment prior to January 1, 1985 would be unlikely and noted that Dr. Welch 
not be willing to extend the date of her resignation. _y Disc.ussion 
of the viability of all alternatives ensued. . G. 40._,f 
The Chair suggested a straw vote might facilitate the deliberations of 
the Board. It was the general consensus not to have a straw vote. 
!l>TION William Greiner moved that the Board of Directors offer the 
appointment to the position of Executive Director to Martha L. 
Orr, pending negotiation of a mutually satisfactory agreement. 
Secoo.ded. (Prior to -the vote» the Chair informed the Board of 
her intent to vote on this question and requested that voting 
be by ballot.) Carried - 6 aye; ·5 nay. 
Some Board membei:s expressed' concem over the closeness of the vote .• 
-3-
MOTION Juanita Hunter moved to reconsider the vote to offer the 
appointment as Executive Director to Martha L. Orr. 
Seconded. Lost - 6 aye; 5 nay. 
It was agreed that the Chair would send a draft of the proposed 
agreement to each Board meni>er and the agreement would be finalized 
at the July 9 meeting of the Board. 
The Chair then invited Martha L. Orr to join the meeting and informed her that. 
the Board of Directors had determined to offer her the appointment as Executive 
Director, pending negotiation of a mutually satisfactocy contract. Ms. Orr 
expressed pleasure with the Board's decision, expressed confidence that 
successful n~gotiations would be possible and accepted the offer. Ms. On 
requested that no announcement of this be made until after she informed her 
present employer. Ms. Orr will notify the Board immediately upon submission 
of her resignation so an Association announcement can proceed. 
Ms. Orr then orally tendered her resignation as Director at Large. On behalf 
of the Board, the Chair accepted the resignation and invited Ms. Orr to 
remal.n in attendance at the remainder of the Board meeting as an observer. 




THE NEW' YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING-OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
(Executive Session) 
Barbizon Plaza Hotel 
New York, New York 
June 11, 1984 
PRESIDING: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
CALL TO ORDER: l: 40 PM 
Attendance 
Officers and Directors 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Ellen M. Bums, President-elect 
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones, Secretary 
Clare J. F.ose, Treasurer 
Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner,.Director at Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Others 
DRAFr #2 
1tWilliam Dixon Southworth, Ph.D., Parliamentarian 
ffRichard J. Silber and Jeffrey Dana Gillen of Harder Silber and Gillen, 
Lega1 Counsel 
1111:catb.ryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
*Present for major portion of meeting 
ffPresent: at intervals 
I. INTRODUCTIONS 
The Chair introduced WU 1:fam Dixon Southworth, Ph.D., Registered Parliamentarian, 
noting he had been requested to be present to insure access to parliamentary 
advice should it be needed. Board members and Dr. Southworth exchanged · 
introductions. 
-2-
II. PURPOSE OF THE MEETING 
The Chair explained the meeting was cal.led to discuss concerns expressed 
by the Vice President in a telephone call on June 8 to the Executive 
Director regarding the June 7 Board of Directors meeting. The Chair noted 
the Executive Committee had reviewed this matter earlier 1n the day and 
recoumended that (a) there be full discussion of the concerns at this 
meeting of the Board of Directors and (b) the Executive Director be 
invited to be present at the outset of the meeting to report her under-
standing of the Vice President's statements in the June 8 telephone call. 
The Board concurred with the Executive Committee's reco-:mnendations. The 
Executive Director was requested to join the- meeting and report on the 
telephone conversation between the Vice President and herself. 
Dr. Welch reported the Vice President called her at the Center for Nursing 
at approximately 9:55 AM and stated that she (the Vice President) ''had 
much discomfort about yesterday's (i.e., June 7) procedure" and believed f,J;u•~•:<Ui,r 
"it was not handled in accordance with NYSNA policies and procedure or(._,~ 
Robert's Rules of Order: (1) no minutes were keptrt2J the President -:..c,11:.-.,~ S.:... 
voted and that is not normal policy; the President should have announced 
she wished to vote and there should have been an official vote on whether 
the President should vote; (3) inaccurate information was given to the Board 
and information was vitbheld from the Board." The Vice President stated, 
"As a result the Board of Directors was not given the opportunity to make a 
full and informed decision and, therefore, was not able to fully implement 
its fiduciary respqnsihilities to the membership. Therefore," the Vice 
President stated, she ''believe(d) the entire procedure should be invalidated." 
After requesting the Vice President to repeat certain of_these statements to 
insure accurate understanding, the Executive Director asked the Vice 
President to state the nature of any request or expectation she had of the 
Executive Director with respect to this matter •. The Vice President responded 
she requested "th.at the whole process to invalidated." The Vice President: 
then commented, "There has been a serious infraction. Unless NYSNA takes 
action, it ~fcome from elsewhere. There is a · group of very angry peepl:e." 
The Executive Director asked whether the Vice President had informed the , &-.x,.,,_,;_ 
President and/or Board of Directors of lier concerns and request that the, rr-v,.,.4-(,_ 
process be invalidated. The Vice President responded she had thought of 
telephoning the President but had decided to call the Executive Director. 
Th.e Vice President stated she had expressed concern at the June 7 meeting 
but probably had not specifically stated her view or intent to request that 
the process be invalidated. The Executive Director asked whether the Vice 
President understood the Executive Director WQuld report the Vice President's 
concerns and requests to the President. The Vice President responded yes 
and stated that was the reason for the call to the Executive Director. The. 
Executive Director stated she would bring the Vice President's views to the 
President's attention. 
Dr. Welch emphasized this summary was accurate to the best of her understanding 
and recollection but that it was not a verbatim report. 
The Cb.ai.r asked the Vice President whether the report accurately summarized her 
statements to the Executive Director. The Vice President responded yes and . 
requested a point of personal privilege to state that when the Executiv'e "f 
Director telephoned her about today's meeting, she ,di i ace undcIBl?!aud the . q!?f,, 
lJ.r~ :il(JZ °ti-vrd; 
.,, 
.-
fr-1-l.Jµ..t.Y -f.,,:~J., l.r-d!(/.ltL• tltt l,~41.•:,.·U.., 
_.&!"J,, I ~, • I .,.. ' • 
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• iv,; (j r -r .,J, .... J . 1'-"' 1,(' 
,Lr, l -3- - :!./:'" ·J,_~-.., .I ,;Li-' • 
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purpose was to focus on her concernsAand had expecte~ a general discussiono.f,,c,v;'";. 
Dr. Welch th.en requested the privilege of responding to state that staff ~a -
attempted to provide the same information to all Board members regarding the 
purpose of the meeting and apologized for any inadvertent m:f.sundexstanding 
or confusion. 
The Executive Director was then excused from the meeting. 
The Cb.air then called attention to each of the identified concerns: 
A. Minutes of. the June 7 Meeting 
B. 
c. 
The Chair inquired whether the Secretary had taken notes for purposes 
of preparing minutes. The Secretary responded yes. 
Voting by the President 
The Chair noted she had informed the Board in advance of her intent to 
vote on the pending question on June 7 and asked the Parliamentarian to 
advise the Board whether her vote were consistent with applicable 
parliamentary procedure. Dr. Southworth cited relevant portions of 
Robert• s Rules of Order, Newly Revised, noting the Chair was entitled 
to exercise the right to vote. aJ...., F/-.t.!,(;.J.., .. ,t" rJu/4N".,o..'r-~ .v~fj . .:.,i JrL.;. t,,f..,u~..,., 
a., 2n,-t:., .. 
Information Provided to the Board 
The Chair reviewed the selection process beginning January 20, 1984 and 
extending through June 7, 1984 citing memoranda sent to the Board of 
Directors on 1/25/84 and 2/6/84 and the report-·provided at the April 
1984 Board meeting. 
The Chair then noted th.at during the Executive Session earlier in the 
day the Secretary stated that it had been brought to her attention after 
the June 7 meeting that two Board members other than Ms. Orr had sought 
information about the position and expressed interest in applying. 
Another Board member also reported having received this information 
and asked why this information had not been presented to the Board on 
June 7. · 
The Chair responded th.at she had received telephone calls from two 
Board members on May 25. In response to these Board members ' expressions 
of interest in applying for the position the Chair noted the deadline 
for application set by the Executive Committee was April 16 and stated 
her view that no new applications could be entertained until after the 
Board had made a determination about disposition of the process currently 
underway. The Chair and each of the Board members concurred any specia1 
consideration to Board members with respect to the application dead]fne 
would be inappropriate. The Chair explained she had not reported 
these conversations to the Board of Directors because one of the Board 
members involved expressly requested the conversation be treated as 
confidential and the Chair regarded both conversations as confidential.. 
'!be two Board members confirmed the Chair's reports of their conversations,. 
noted they were previously unaware of each others' inquiries,. and stated 
ctiey had not themselves reported their interest to the Board because they 
-4-
were not ·declared candidates. One .of these Board members further not-ad 
she believed there was no . conflict with her role .as a member of the 
Executive Committee inasmuch as she was not a candidate. 
A member of the Executi.ve Committee asked why the interest of :these two -
Board members had not been reported to the Committee. The Chair 
reiterated her beli.ef that the information bad been given to her in 
confidence and noted that her belief was reinforced by the fact that 
_the two Board members had elected not to disclose the information in the 
course of.Executive Committee or Board discussions. 
Some meni>ers of the Board then stated that had they been aware of these 
expressions of interest tbej, would haye influenced their vote and that 
not knowing this information placed undue pressure to make a decision 
on the candidate recommended at the .June 7 meeting. These members also 
noted pressure was created by candidatf.!' s presence at the Center on 
June 7. 
D. Request for Invalidation of the Process 
A Board memer requested parliamentary advice regarding the Board's . 
right to invalidate the process. The Parliamentarian noted the vote 
taken to select an Executive Director, e.g. offer the appointment to 
the position, could be likened to an election and that the requirements 
for invalidation of an election are fraud or general confusion. In 
response to an inquiry as to whether7 if the process were validated, 
other options were available to the Board, the Parliamentarian responded 
yes. Board members then requested clarification of the terms fraud and 
general confusion. Legal counsel were requested to join the meeting, 
defined each of the terms, provided examples to insure understanding and excused themselves. 
· ll>TION Bonnie· Perratto moved that the Board of Directors invalidate the 
results of the June 7, 1984selection for the Executive Director's 
position. Seconded. Lost • 
. Discussion ·l:hen centered around the candidate's qualifications and the 
needs of the Association. A Board member requested that legal counsel be 
asked to provide information regarding verbal contracts, ramifications of 
withdrawing a verbal contract offer and the lawfulness of withdrawal of 
an offer of employment. The Chair requested legal counsel to join the 
meeting to provide this information. Legal_Counsel reviewed the questions~ 
identified two potential areas of legal challenge to withdrawal of the 
appointment offer by the individual involved: 0) breach of contract; 
(2) tort action. Legal Counsel then excused themselves. 
The Parliamentarian offered the point of information that the present 
deliberations were not consistent with the vote affirming the validity 
of the process. 
William Greiner moved that the Board of Directors continue .the offer · 
of employment as Executive Director of NYSNA to Martha Orr. 
Seconded. · (Prior to action on this motion·. the Chair inquired 
whetherMr.-_Greiner would·_ consider tabling the motion. Mr. 
G!'einer responded that he wished the motion to stand, whereupon 
a motion to table was offered, seconded and lost.) Lo~t - · 
5 aye; 6 nay; 1 abstention (vote by closed ballot). 
-5-
It was determined the President would inform Martha Orr of the Board's 
action to discontinue the offer of appointment. 
The Board then.discussed the need for a plan of action.including: 
1. Continuing the search; 
2. A new search committee; 
3. Appointing an Acting Director for -the interim period; 
4. Developing plans for the above at the next meeting- of the Board on.: 
July 9, 1984. -
Adjournment: 8:10 PM 
Secretary 
' 
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Serves as chief executive officer of the New York State Nurses Association, 
responsible for implementation of all programs of the Association within the 
policies adopted by the voting body and Board of Directors. 
Relationships: 
Is employed by the Board of Directors and is responsible to the Board of 
Directors. Is responsible for all staff employed by the Association. In 
working relationships is directly responsible for the direction and guidance 
of the deputy directors. 
(lualifications: 
1) EDUCATION 
a) license and current registration to practice as a registered profes-
sional nurse in New York State 
b) master's degree (nursing or related field) required, earned doctorate 
preferred 
2) EXPERIENCE 
a) record of progressive and varied experience in nursing 
b) experience in directing work of others 
3) PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
a) demonstrated ability to communicate effectively with individuals and 
groups 
b) demonstrated leadership skills 
. c) demonstrated ability to make and implement decisions 
d) demon~trated social and personal presence 
e) good mental and physical health 
Responsibitities and Functions: 
1) Responsible for implementation of all Association programs and policies 
adopted by the voting body and Board of Directors. 
2) Serves as official representative of the Association to other allied organi-
zations and groups, governmental agencies and bodies and others with whom 
the Association has contact. 
3) Serves as consultant to staff and overall coordinator of programs but directly 
administers Board of Directors, executive and finance committees and any 
special committee of the Board. 
4) Selects and employs all staff, in accord with policies authorized by Board of 
Directors. Bas available consultants, who report directly, in areas of legal, 
industrial relations and public relations. 
5) Selects and is responsible for work of all consultants, e.g., legal, financial, 
public relations,. in accord with policies authorized by the 1!oard of Directors. 
6) Serves as executive editor of all publications of the Association. 
7) Administers all Association business, including all ffnancial transactions 11 
maintenance of physical plant, etc. 
8) Provides for field service to constituent associations and others. Assists in 
professional development and meeting professional needs of staff. 





canstlbant of The American 
Nursn Aaoclatlon 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Western ANIIUe, Gulldertand, N.Y. 12084. (518) 456-5371 
.January 2S, 1984 
TO: NYSNA Board of Directors 
FROM: Cecilia F. Hulvey, President 
RE: Update, Executive Director Selection Process 
lbe Executive Committeemet .January 24, 1984 to establish the process for 
selection of the next Executive Director. All Committee members were 
present except Amoline Jones who had an unavoidable calendar conflict. 
The Committee reviewed the selection pn,cesses of 1968 and 1979. With 
respect to the pending appointment discussion focused around: 
a) the advisable term of agreement for initial appointment; 
b) an appropriate evaluation mechanism; 
c) procedures for identification and selection of potential candidates. 
'lbe Committee will meet again February 4, 1984 to continue deliberations on 
these matters. In addition, at that meeting it expects to establish a time-
table for review of candidates and presentation of recommendations to the 
Board of Directors. {As you all know the Bylaws provide that the Board of 
Di.rectors·shall. appoint the Executive.Director.) 
The enclosed press release is being mailed today .to: NYSNA Councils and 
Committees; Executive Committees, NYSNA Clinical Practice and Functional 
Unics; Clair, NYSNA Councils of Nursing Practitioners; Presidents and 
Executive Directors, NYSNA Constituent District Nurses Associations; 
Presidents and Executive Directors, State Nurses Associations; President 
and Executive Director, American Nurses' Association; Nurses' House, Inc.; 
!fid Atlantic Regiona1 Nursing Association; New York State Nurses for 
Political.Action; New Yorlc Association of Nurse .Anesthetists; National 
League for Nur:siDg; Directors of Nursing, Health Care Agencies in Uew York 
Seate; Deans and Directors, Schools of Nursing in New York State; New York 
State Education Depar~t; New York State Health Department; other health 
. O?"gardzatlons; and the media (including selected national nursing journals). 
We will keep you apprised of our process in a timely manner. In the event 
you have questions .or suggestion.s please contact me via the Association 
office, my bome·nwm:,er (315-637-6043) ormy office at the Syracuse 
University School of Nursing (315-423-3685). · 
.·CPH:wmb 
Cathryne /14. Welch~ Ed.D., RN 
Executiwe Director 
~;~~·:;::;~~ -
1i:' ·~ ..... .. 
.... -·~·,...., 
Constituent of The American 
Nunses Association 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Westem Avenue. Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-S371 
June 13, 1984 
TO: NYSNA Board of Di,.rectors . 
FROM: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Enclosed is a copy of the statement to be used in response to questions 
about the status of Executive Director appointment. Legal counsel. has 
reviewed the questions raised about this statement during last night's 
conference call and recommended no change. 
CFM:wmb ... 
Enclosure 
··RESPONSE TO•·.QUESTIONS RE ··EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR APPOINTMENT 
the event . any member of . the Boar~ of Directors or. NYSNA staff . receives 
;questions regarding the st.atus of the appointment of Martha Orr, Associa-: 
tioncounsel requests that this response be given: 
"On· June 7, 1984 the Board of Direr.tor~ determined to· offer -the 
appointment as Executive Director,. .New Yor~ State Nurses Asso-
ciation, to Martha Orr. Upon review of this matter on June 11, 1984 
-the Board det:ermined to discontinue the offer of appointment made to 
Ms. Orr. 
'lbe Board also determined to. reopen the search. Specific plans for 
this will be made at a meeting of the Board of Directors to be held 
in July.ti 
In the event any further question is raised, Board and staff are requested 
to state: "The Board.has made no further comment." 
B. In the event general questions are posed regarding the status of the 
Executive Director appointment:, the.appropriate.response is: 
"On June 11, 1984 the Board of Directors determined to reopen the 
search. Specific plans for thiswi.11 be made at a meeting of .the 
Board .of Directors to be held .in July .I' · 
SUCGESTED AREAS FOR EXPLORATION WITH. 11.'YSNA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CA..'tfl>IDATES 
v~~'W ~· ··~ .• . ·.. . . fl,,u--4 -t;~ 
U-.,,.,~J.J 4l 1#-.r-J..1 ~wl.J .U~M t~ I. · .
.,u, Vu, ,I. Ul'-:a!k1 /rJ',.t.,Jv . 
h Primary/major reasons for seeking posit:ion 
oJ~ t, ~'iv eo-v.A.i!",l'W<] 4ud~'t . 
2. Primaryi~jor reservations about seeki11.g positi.oi: 
3. :Concept of nursing and its mission 
4. Concept/understanding of Association's mission 
5. Position on Association's positions (entry, primary b.ealt!Lcare dispute,. 
etc.) 
6. :Concept/understanding of Association's major programs (Nursing Education, 
Nursing Practice, Legislation, Economic and General Welfare) 
7. Views re Association's major strengths and areas in need of strengthening 
8. Concept/understanding of roles, responsibilities of NYSNA's Constituent: 
· District Nurses Associations and the American Nurses' Association and 
NYSNA's relationship.with DNAs and ANA 
9. Concept/understanding of the overall role and responsibilities of 
Association Executive Director and obligations of the position to 
the Association's Board of Directors, membership and staff 
10. Concept/understanding of the corporate responsibility/authority of the 
Board·· of Directors 
· 11. Anticipated/desired administrative relationship with Board of Directors 
· 12. Anticipated/desired administrative relationship with staff 
13. · Immediate and long~term goals 
;)_ fa.~ 1)U.i,UV r~_fl...._'.r,,_,,,.6: 
'f~~ 
SUGGESTED AREAS FOR EXPLORATION WITH NYSNA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CANDIDATES 
1. Primary/major reasons for seeking position, 
2. Primary/major reservations abo~t seeking position 
3. Concept of nursing and its mission 
4. Concept/understanding of Association's mission 
5. Position on Association's positions (entry, primary health care dispute, 
etc.) 
6. Concept/understanding of Association's major programs (Nursing Education, 
Nursing Practice, Legislation, Economic and General Welfare) 
7. Views re Association's major strengths and areas in need of strengthening 
8. Concept/understanding of roles, responsibilities of NYSNA's Constituent 
District Nurses Associations and the American Nurses' Association and 
NYSNA's relationship with DNAs and Ai.~A 
9. Concept/understanding of the overall role and responsibilities of 
Association Executive Director and obligations of the position to 
the Association's Board of Directors, membership and staff 
10. Concept/understanding of the corporate responsibility/authority of the 
:aoard of Directors 
11. Anticipated/desired administrative relationship with Board of Directors 
12. Anticipated/desired administrative relationship with staff ~"'-?- .t.,du,.L..4'- i: >"-tt.,-
<!...,, .. L Ci/J,,.t.f 
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
POSITION DESCRIPTION 
Title: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Purpose: 
Serves as chief executive officer of The New York State Nurses Association~ 
responsible for implementation of all programs of the Association within the 
policies adopted by the voting body and Board of Directors. 
Rel.ationshi.ps: 
Is employed by the Board of Directors and is responsible to the Board of 
Directors. Is responsible for all staff employed by the Association. In 
working relationships is directly responsible for the direction and guidance 
of the deputy directors. 
QuaZ.ifiaations: 
1) Education 
a) license and current registration to practice as a registered profes-
sional nurse in New York State; 
b) master's degree in nursing required, earned doctorate preferred. 
2) Exoerience 
a) record of progressive and varied experience in nursing; 
b) experience directing work of others. 
3) Personal Characteristics 
a) demonstrated ability to communicate effectively with individuals 
and groups; 
b) demonstrated leadership skills; 
c) demonstrated ability to make and implement decisions 
d) demonstrated social and_personal presence; 
e) good mental and physical health. 











Responsible for implementation of all Association programs and policies 
adopted by the voting body and Board of Directors; 
Serves as official representative of the Association to other allied organiza-
tions and groups, governmental agencies and bodies and others with whom the 
Association has contact; 
Administers Board of Directors, executive and finance committees and any 
special committee of the Board; 
Selects and employs all staff, in accord with policies authorized by Board 
of Directors; 
Serves as consultant to staff and overall coordinator of programs; 
Selects and is responsible for work of all consultants, e.g., legal, financial~ 
public relations. in accord with policies authorized by the Board of Directors; 
Serves as executive editor of all publications of the Association; 
Administers all Association business, including all financial transactions, 
maintenance of physical plant, etc. ; ·· 
Provides for field service to ~onstituent associations and others; 
Provides for professional development of staff. 
EC : CAW: wmb 
2/84 
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Serves as chief executive officer of the New York State Nurses Association, 
responsible for implementation of all programs of the Association within the 
policies adopted by the voting body and Board of Directors. 
Relationships: 
Is employed by the Board of Directors and is responsible to the Board of 
Directors. Is responsible for all staff employed by the Association. In 
working relationships is directly responsible for the direction and guidance 
of the deputy directors. 
Qualifications: Ii ·.J.7 
,~ 1) EDUCATIQll; ~• . e license and current registration to practiceAas a registered profes-sional nurse in New York State o-'u 1') master's degree {nursing or(i~kte'd u.eiij required, [earned doctorate 
preferred 
2) EXPERIENCE 
a) record of progressive and varied experience in nursing 
b) experience in directing work of others 
3) PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
a) demonstrated ability to c011111UIU.cate effectively with individuals and 
groups - L_'.l.,J~1-~, .. '.1.1.••,tf,.. · ; t,,,-....... , ....... ... ,; .•· ' , 
b) demonstrated leadership skills 
c) demonstrated ability to make and implement decisions -
d) demonstrated social and personal presence 
e) good mental and physical health -
Responsibilities and Functions: 
1) Responsible for implementation of all Association programs and policies 
adopted by the voting body and Board of Directors. 
2) Serves as official representative of the Association to other allied organi-
zations and groups, governmental agencies and bodies and others with whom 
c the Association has contact • 
./?.1A) Serves as (.consultant) to staff and overall coordinator of programs.eat s.ii:eed, 
( .. ~dm1o1sters}Board of Directors, executive and finance committees and any 
special cODDi.ttee of the Board. 
It '1-.-~ Selects and employs all staff, in accord with policies authorized by Board of 
Directors. t"Baa iwa:ilabla cousulta11t&, wo i::eport di:raetly, in ai=eas sf -1-egal, 
JJ:Miustrial relations at!d public relatieD& .J L Selects and is responsible for work of all consultants, e.g., legal, financial, 
_public relations, in accord ~-!th policies authorized by the Board of Directors. '1-~ LServes as executive editor of all publications of the Association~ 
'6' 1-) (Adm1n1steriy all Association business, including a11 financial transactions~ 
maintenance of physical plant, etc. · q J» Provides for field service to constituent associations and others. ~n 
.,-profess!oiia1 dcvelogmenc aati meetin& pro£esai.eae-l needs of st.a££9 \ . . . . 
) O Provides for professional development of staff. _y· ,,D.krJ---r,_,r,•J 
. , ,L )1.1.J.v WJfia•,.; »tr 1• .· rf!<>!t~J..tC• ') 
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
. 2113 Western Awenue. Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 458-5371 
TO: Board of Directors 
· FROM: Cecilia F. Mul.ve.y~. President 
RE: l/PDM!E, . EXECU:l!IVE · DIHECXOR SEUCTION PROCESS 
l'he Executive Committee met on Februaey 4~ 1984 to finaUze the selection 
process and set deadlines for review of candidates for the Executive 
Director position. All Committee members were present. this memorandum 
· summarizes our deliberations and decisions to date. 
··Position Description: The Committee r~ewed and refined the position 
description in collaboration with Cathryne Welch. 
Apptication Deadline: Apr'..J. 16. 1984 
Adver'tisements: Will be placed in the March and April issues of THE AMERICAN. 
NURSE, March and April NYSNA publications and the March 4 issue of 
THE NEW YORK TIMES. 
Revie,,,, of·cand:ldates: The· President will respond to all inquiries· and 
acltuowledge receipt of all suggestions and applications. The 
Executive Committee will review the applications and resumes of 
potential candidates. Interviews with designated candidates will 
be conducted by the Executive Committee or. if calendars dictate. a 
minimim of three Committee members one of whom . shall be. the President: · 
or President-elect. The Committee will present its ,:-ecommendations to 
the Board following completion of interviews. In the event any Board 
member becomes a candi.date that indi.vidual will. refrain from. Executive 
Committee and/or Board of Directon deliberations related to selection 
of the Executive Director •. · 
The Executive Committee will present an interim. report at the Apri1 meeting of 
theBoard of Directors. 
· I appreciate yo,ur support during this process. rlease feel free to contact me. 
via the Association office,. my home number (315-637-6043) or my office at · 
the Syracuse University School of Nursing (315-423-368S). · · 
.•.... ·• 
.
· ..·· .. ···.· .. ·· ... ... ·.· •.. ·.····~··· .. ··.·.··:_-...• ·.····.:"······. \_ ·. " ._ A :. 
. . 
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Serves as chief executive officer of the New York State Nurses Association, 
responsible for iJlplementation of all programs of the Association within the 
policies adopted by the voting body and Board of Directors. 
Relationships: 
Is employed by the Board of Directors and is responsible to the Board of 
Directors. Is responsible for all staff employed by the Association. In 
working relationships is directly responsible for the direction and guidance 
of the deputy directors. 
Qualifications: 
I) EDUCATION 
a) license and current registration to practice as a registered profes-
sional nurse in New York State 
b) master's degree (nursing or related field) required, eamed doctorate 
preferred 
2) EXPERIENCE 
a) record of progressive and varied experience in nursing 
b) experience in directing work of others 
3) PERSORAL CHARACTERisncs 
a) demonstrated ability to communicate effectively with individuals and 
groups 
b) demonstrated leadership skills 
c) demonstrated ability to make and implement decisions 
d) demonstrated social and personal presence 
e) good !!!E!D.tal and physical health 
Responsibilities and Punations: 
1) Responsible for implementation of all Association programs and policies 
ados,ted by the -voting body and Board of Directors. 
2) Serves as official representative of the Associacion to other allied organi-
zations and groups, governmental agencies and bodies and others with whom 
the Association bas contact. 
3) Serves as consultant to staff and overall coordinator of programs but directly 
adcrintsters Board of Directors, executive and finance committees and any 
special c:01111U.ttee of the Board. 
4) Seleccs and employs all staff, in accord with policies authorized by Board of 
Directors. Has available consultants, who report directly, in areas of legal,. 
industti.al relations and public relations. 
5) Seleccs and is responsible for work of all consultants, e.g., legal, financial, 
public relations, in accord with policies authorized by the Board of Directors. 
6) Serves as executive editor of all publications of the Association. 
7) Adm.nisters all Association business, including all financial transactions, 
_aaintenance of physical plant, etc. 
8) Provides for field service to constituent associations and others. Assists in 
professJ.onaldevelopment and meeting professional needs of staff. 
9) Provides for professional development of staff. 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
The'Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing 
Guilderland, New York 
February 4, 1984 
PRESIDING: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
CALL TO ORDER: 10: 45 AM 
Attendance 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Ellen H. Burns, President-elect 
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones, Secretary 
Clare Rose, Treasurer 
President Mulvey reviewed the memorandum of 1/25/84 regarding the E.'Cecutive 
Director selection process and identified items of discussion for today's 
meeting. 
I. Advertisements - Presiden:: Mulvey reviewed copy deadlines, fees and 
publication schedules for selected professional journals and newspapers. 
The Committee determined that advertisements will be placed in the March 
and April issues of THE AMERICAN NURSE, April issues of NYSNA publications 
and the March 4 issue of THE NEW YORK TIMES. Cost of advertisements shall 
be limited to $1000.00. President Muivey will confer with ·staff re the 
size of advertisements. 
II. Application Deadline·- The Committee set April 16, 1984 as the deadline for 
receipt of applications and suggestions. 
III. Educational Qualifications - After Committee review of educational qualifi-
cations, 
IV. 
MOTION Ellen Burns inoved that criteria state that a master's degree in 
nursing is required, an earned doctorate preferred. Seconded. 
Carried. Vote: 3 aye; 1 nay. 
Review of Candidates - The Committee concurred that the President will 
respond to all inquiries and acknowledge receipt of all suggestions and 
applications • The President is authorized to screen all applications· and 
suggestions and eliminate those who do not meet the qualificat~ons stated 
• 1n the position description. The Executive Committee will review the 
applications and resum~s of potential candidates. Interviews with . 
designated candidates will be conducted by the Executive Committee or, 1.f 
calendars dictate a minimum of three Committee memb£rs one of whom shall t • 
be the President or President-elect. The Cotlllllittee wil.l present its 
recommendations to the Board following completion of interviews. 
In conjunction with discussion of this process, 
--------
MOTION Clare_Rose moved that in the~vent any Board member becomes a· 
candidate that individual will refrain from Executive Committee· 
and/or Board of Di.rectors delibe~ations related to the selection 
process. 
V. -Position Description - The Committee concurred that the position descrip-
tion shall. serve as the basis for candidate interviews. The Committee 
·. reviewed ~d refined the position description in collaboration with 
cathryne A. Welch (see copy attached). 
DATE OF NEXT MEETING: April 24, 1984, 4:30 PM, Albany •. 
ADJOURNMENT: 3: 15 PM 
AJ:vmb 
4/4/84. 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
POSITION DESCRIPTION 
Title: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Pr,atpose.: 
Serves as chief executive officer of The Ne\i York State Nurses Association/ 
responsible for implementation of all programs of the Association within the 
policies .adopted by the voting body and Board of Directors. 
Rel.atianships: 
Is employed by the Board of Directors and _is responsible to the Board of 
Directors. Is responsible for all staff employed by. the Association. In 
working relationships is direc.dy responsible for the_directionand guidance 
of the deputy directors. · ·· 
Qual,i fications: 
1) Education 
a) license and current registration to practice as a registered profes-
sional nurse in New York State; · 
b) master's degree in nursing required, earned doctorate preferred. 
2) Experience 
a) record of progressive and varied experience in nursing; 
b) experience directing work of others. 
3) Personal Characteristics 
a) demonstrated ability to communicate effectively with individuals 
and groups; . 
. b) demonstrated leadership skills; 
c) demonstrated ability.to make and implement decisions 
d) demonstrated social and personal presence; 
e) good mental and physical health. 




Responsible for implementation of all Association programs and policies 
adopted by the voting body and Board of .Directors; 
Serves as official representative of the Association to other allied organiza- ·. 
tions and groups, governmental agencies and bodies and others with whom the 
Association has contact; 
Administers Board of Directors, executive and finance committees and any 
·special committee of the Board; 
Selects and employs all staff, in accord with policies aut:horlzed by Board 
of Directors; · 
Serves as consultant to staff and overall coordinator of programs; 
Selects and is responsible for work of all consultant:.s, e.g., lega1,. financial., 
public relations, in accord with policies authorized by the Board of Directors.; 
7) Serves as executive editor of all publications of the Association; 
8) Administers all Association business, including.all financial transactions, 
; maintenance of physical plant, etc~ ; . . . 
··9) . Provides for· field service to constituent associat:ions and others; 
10) <Provides for professional development of staff. . . 
EC:CAW':wmb 
2/84 
Calhryne A. Welch, Ed.D .. RN 
Executive Director Constituent of The American 
Nurses Association 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371 
April 16, 1984 
TO: NYSNA Executive Committee 
FROM: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
RE: APRIL 24, 1984 MEETING 
As agreed at our last meeting, we will meet at 6:00 PM, Tuesday, April 24, 
1984 to continue our deliberations regarding selection of the next Executive 
Director. (Arnoline Jones will be unable to attend.) The meeting will be 
held at the Center for Nursing. Dinner will be served in conjunction with 
the meeting. Overnight reservations have been made for us. 
Enclosed are the minutes of our meeting. 
I look forward to seeing you April 24. 
CFM:wmb 
Enclosure 
